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SUf iMARY OF KI TCHE :r STORAG= A1,. .. \.L SIS 
FOR THE ffi.~ALL HOME 
vi 
The overall purpose of the kitchen etora€e analysis study was 
to determine the storage requirements in terms of metal wall and base 
cabinets for all items normally requiring kitchen storage , these fin -
ings to be used as a basis for setting up minimum floor space require-
mente for kitchens in small homes . 
The three main groups of items requiring kitchen storage are 
packaged, canned and bottled foods, dinnerware , and utensils . Previous 
research findings ~ere used as a basis in setting up the kind and quantity 
of each used for determining space requirements in this study. 
Food Storage 
Two lists of packa€ed, canned and bottled foods were used in 
determining shelving requirement , one , a liberal list of 165 items , the 
other , a limited list of 103 items . Because the liberal supply required 
more storage space than practicable for kitchens in small homes , the 
limited list ''~as used for final cabinet specifications. 
The liberal list of foods , 165 items , when stored on 12 inch 
dee shelving in a continuous line two , three and four rows deep required 
a total of 16 fe~t . Fig~re 2, page 22 . \hen assigned to kitchen centers , 
the requirements in tenns of 12 inch deep shelving were as follO'ilS : 
· ix Center : 5 feet total ; one 30 inch wide cabinet , two shelves 
(T o shelves only were specified in order to keep 
small items stored three and four rO\'TS deep more 
accessible . ) 
Sink Center : 18 inches total; one 15 inch cabinet , one plus shelves ; 
or one 18 inch cabinet , one shelf . 
Rmge Certe • 3 feet and 6 inches total; one 15 inch cabinet , three 
shelves . 
~rve Center : 7 feet and 6 inches total; one 30 inch cabinet , three 
shelves . 
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The 11.mited supply of 103 food items when arranged on 12 inch 
deep shelving required a total of 10 feet, 6 inches . Figlrre 3 , page 46 • 
. hen assigned to individual centers, the requirements in terms 
of straight-line arrangement ere as follo s : 
~ix Center : 3 feet and 10 inches . Figure 5, page 48 . 
Sink Center: 1 foot and 3 inches . Figure 5, page 48 . 
Range Center : 2 feet . Figure 6, page 49 . 
Serve Center : 3 feet and 8 inche~ . Figure 5, page 49 . 
The total straight- line requireme~~ o'! 12 inch shelving for 
centers combine. in t ros was : 
Mix-Sink Center : 5 feet . Figure 5, page 48 . 
Fange-Serve Center : 5 feet and 8 inches . Figure 6, page 4g . 
The cabinet size best suited for each individual center ras : 
Ai Center : one cabinet 18 inches "ide , 3 shelves minimum. Fig-
ure 7, page 50 . 
Sink Center : one cabinet 15 inches wide , one shelf . Figure 8, page 
Bange Center : one cabinet 15 inches wide, 
-
shelves . Figure 9, page 
Serve Center : one cabinet lS inches ·ride , 3 shelves. Figure10 , page 
i en the mix and si~~ centers an the range and serve centers 
,.,ere co11binecl , the cabinet requirer:Jent s ~))'ere : 
51 . 
52. 
53 · 
tax- Sink: one cabinet 24 inches vlide , 3 shelves . Figure 11 , page 54 . 
Range-Serve : one cabinet 24 inches t·Jia.e , 3 shelves . Figure 12 , page 55 · 
Dinnerw re Storage 
Dinnerware stor requirements were determined in terms of 1 
inch deep shelving for service for six, eight , and twelve persons . The 
total shelving requirements for ea.ch were : 
Service for six, 69 pieces - 9 feet 
Service for eight , 99 piec - 12 feet 
Service for twelve , 142 pf ~e• - 15 feet 
The ridths and numbers of co mmercial metal wal cabinets esti-
ma.ted to be best suited for storage of dinnerwere r~ere as follows : 
Service for six: T o 18 inch \'.dele cabinets or one 36 inch ,,ide 
cabinet. The latter as reco~~ended . Figure 14, 
page 72. 
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Service for ei~rt: Tvro 24 inch ride cabinets . (No single commercial 
metal •all cabinet \',ill accoMmodate tota service 
for eight . ) Figure 15 , page 73 • 
Service for t\velve : Two 33 inch ide cabinets adeq_uate . T o 36 
inch wide cabinets recommended . One extra 
shel f is desirabl e for a ditional items . Fig-
ure 16, page 74. 
The service for eight was used as representative for stor~ge 
re~uirements in kitchens of small homes . Fi gure 13, page 71 . 
Utensil Storage 
The total list of kitchen utensils consisted of 106 items , 
with four pieces of electrical equipment , and one large kettle listed 
as optional . Storage requirements for these items \ere determined in 
terms of both 12 inch deep <~·al cabinet) and 20 inch dee~ (base cabinet) 
shelving. In the final assignment to cabinets , it was assumed utensils 
ould be store in base cebinet • 
The total requirement of 12 inch deep shelving for the complete 
list of uten ils , both essential and optional , was 39 feet . In addition 
to the narro1.· shelv.:.:n.g , trJ.Tee feet of 0 inch deep shelvin~ as neecled 
for items greater in diameter than 12 inches . Figure 17 , paee 90 . 
·he total list of essenti 1 utensils suitab e for stor~ge on 12 
inch deep she ving required 3 feet . Fig'.lre 1"" , page ~ 1. This stored 
al utensils except t o large trays , the dish pan, a~ dish dr~iner . 
In terms of n inch d.eep s.~.1el ving, the tote .. l straight-line 
requirements ~ere : 
~ix C ntex - 7 f eet . Fi gure 19, page 92 . 
Sink Center , under counter ca inet - 4 feet and inches . Figure 0 , 
page 93 • 
Range Cent r - 3 feet and 9 inches . Fi~ure 21 , page ?4. 
ix 
The 1i th of base cabinet (as~umed to have t ~ shelves and one 
ra ·rer) best suite< ... to store utensils at each center 1tras as follows : 
Mix Center : One cabinet 36 inc~ ,Nide and a minimum dra er space 18 
inches wide . Figt~e ?2, page 95 · 
Sink Center , under counter cabinet : One cabinet 30 inches wide and 
a 15 inch wide dra · er space . Figure 3, pa.ge 96. 
Sink Center, under bo ·'1 cabinet: Clean-up utensils only; pproxi-
mately 20 inches . Figure 4, page 97 . 
Range Center: One cabinet 15 inches ide and a minimum of one 15 
inch drawer . A standard range ·70ul·i provide space 
for storage of utensils usod first at this center . 
(Lids are functionally stored only in files or racks , 
not provided in ranges anG. only occa.sionally in metal 
cabinets . ) 
Serve Center : Since only t ;o essential items , trays , ~ere assigned 
to i.1is center , no base cabinet require.nent re.s 
designated. A ?4 inch fide base cabinet ,. ith at 
lea.st three dra ers vrould be needecl for li~en, sil-
ver , and bread and ca~e cont~iner. 
Cleanin{; Cabinets 
Three itidths of cabinets, 18 , 24 , and 30 inches , each 24 inches 
deep ere teste for adequacy in storing essential cleaning e~uipment (9 
items) , cleaning supplies (6 items) , an other (3 items) . The 24 inches 
ide by ?4 inc~es deep cabinet held all the essenti&l e~uipment and sup-
plies , a.nd tas recommended as the minimum adequate size for smal homes . 
Figure ?6, page 105. 
Because cleaning cabinets me.y be locaterl outsir e of kitchens , 
they rere not included in the minimTh~ space re~uirement for straight-
line kitchen assemblies . Tvrenty-four inches ,·ould need to be ac1ded to 
each e.ssen bly belo~ if t his cabinet ·ere included. 
Straight-Line Kitchen Assemblies 
The finQings o~ the studies on food , dinnerware and utensil 
storage 1r1ere used. to set up t\ o straight-line kitchen assemblies . In 
X 
the first , the exact wall and base cabinet size specified as best suited 
for storage at each center was used. A standard size refrigerator fl.nd 
range were ad1ed, and the whole drawn to scale in a straight-line forma-
tion. The total linear requirement for this assembly was 16 feet e.nd 
1 inch. Figure 28 , page 115. 
In the second arrangement , certain items requiring storage 
but not included in the food , dinnen1are and utensil studies above 
were added. Reassignment of certain items at centers ras mac .. e to give 
a balance bet een wall and base cabinets. This total assembly , repre-
senting a complete kitchen , vas drawn to scale in straight- line formation . 
The total linear requirement was 17 feet and 1 inch. Figure 29 , page 116 . 
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Fig. 1 FLEXIBLE TEST CABIBE'l' 
.a. Complete cabinet 
Total width - 42• 
. Total height - 7 teet 
Depth ot base - 24• 
Depth of upper seet.-12• 
Adjustable shel~s 
b. ContiDuous cabinet 
Depth 12" 
Front section of base 
removed 
c. Base cabinet only 
Depth 24" 
Upper section removed 
Fig. 2 LIBERAL SUPPLY 
PACKAGED, CANNED AND 
BO~TLED FOODS 
Total items - 165 
Total 12" shelving 
required - 16 teet 
.. 
l" 
11 
4. 

• 
• 
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• 
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9. Photographs were taken of the tot~l supply; of total supply for 
each center; and in cabinet giving moEt suitable Etorage arrallge-
ment . 
DEFINIT ON OF TERtS 
inimum Margin means approximately one- half · inch above the 
tallest item stored. With minimum margin, items on the front row have 
to be rem~ved in order to grasp those back of them. 
Maximum ~.1argin means sufficient margin above the i terns stored 
to permit seeing and reaching over items stored at the front to grasp 
those stored at the back. This is the desirable margin ~hen items are 
stored more than one ro~ deep . 
Assumptions 
The same as for the liberal supply. Also : In the small house , 
kitchen storage centers might not be sharply separated. For this reason, 
the stor?ge requirements for the limited supply of food , chosen as repre-
sentative for small homes , in addition to being determined for the indi-
vidual centers , is also determined for the mix and siruc centers combined, 
and the range and serve centers combined. 
Shelves in the commercial metal vall cabinet are adjustable . 
Whether t1o or three shelves are used depends upon the necessary margin 
above the i terns stored. Items stored three and four ro\...,s deep should. have 
sufficient margin above to permit seeing and grasping items beck of the 
front ro1 • 
Heights for cabinets are assumed to be as follows: Base cabi-
nets, 36 inches from the floor; distance between base and wall cabinets, 
15 inches (minimum used to bring more shelves \vi thin reach); \-rall cabi-
nets , 3' inches; tot 1 height, 6 feet 9 inches . 
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lgn d 0 o nt r • 1x cent•~ 
aentel- 15 1 tem. • .__ .. ".... can 13 i em • 
d to the 
Glu (con 1 ) 
1 • pt. 
1 vinegar, q • 
1 1 o fla~oring 
1 v 111 flavoring 
2 f'ood coloring 
1 lr noh dreaai.ng 
Cenn d 
3 lk 
3 oup 
Car tone 
lpru:A 
1 ra1•1na 
oft Drinks 
Glaaa, 1empt1e " 
.I 
SI 
1 carton of 6 Ooc Col 
2 gi~r le, 1 qt. 
Cleaning ppll 
c d 
2 braaivea 
1 d.r 1n olean r 
eg t bl 
1 e t, Pr m 
1 coffee 
Cartona (oon.t 1d) 
1 ba.ld.ng soda 
1 aalt 
1 chocolate 
1 coconut 
l cocoa 
33 
1 flour, all purpose, 5 lb. 
1 gran:ul t ed sug. , lb. 
all Oabineta (15 1teme) 
Carton (cant 'd) 
1 b 
1 rice 
J g latin pudd1ng 
2 ou111on cubee 
, Under Sink :Base Cabinet• (3) 
(13 i ems) 
Glae 
1 on1a 
l bleach 
Cartons and Papa r 
1 eoap flak 
1 oap powder 
2 bar aoap 
1 vat r often r 
Can one 
1 tea 
1 llalted ilk 
3 ra cer ala 
1 noodl • 
1 -pam tt.1 
SER C.:~ J3. ( 29 tem ) 
Canned 
2 fl"ui • 12 
2 fruit, 12 1/2 
1 frui juice, ~t. 
1 fruit Juic , pt. 
1 vegetabl juice, 1/2 
Glasa 
l alad dressing 
1 peanut butter 
1 aandw1ch read 
*See Uten 11 Study for storage as lgnment. 
I' 
Oann (eon 1d) 
1 CUC'Wilber plcklea 
1 prepare tard 
1 ketchup 
1 Worceste e auoe 
5 Jell1ee and preaerve• 
? sardines 
Carton 
2 read1-to-eat cereal 
2 eoo~ies 
1 doughnuts 
3 eraeker and wafere 
helving r quiremente tor each eenter tested in ~d h of 
commercial cabin a were as .follows: 
MIX OEN'TER 
15. I ch l idtb Oab1ne 
Shelf 1, f 'our r e deep; h•ight: min. • 6 1/2.; mu., 10" 
10 spices 
2 flavorings 
2 co1or1ngs 
Sh lf 2, three row deep; height 1 
1 syrnp 
1 mola.s a 
1 aalad oil 
l vinegar 
l ohoeolate 
1 coconut 
3 fiah (2 stacked) 
3 puddings, aoked 
l eocoa 
1 \a.p1oca 
min •• 9 1/2': max., 121 
1 cornetarch 
1 French dressing 
1 baklng powder 
1 baking oda 
1 brown ugar 
l coufeotionera eugar 
Shelt 3. three row d ep; height: min. • 9 1/2•; max., 1411 
1 cake flour 
1 bi seui.t 1x 
1 ahor,ening, 3 lbe. 
1 cornmeal 
1 pane~ mix 
l all purpose flour 
1 granulated .agar 
Shelf 1, four row• d ep; heightt m1 • 1 6 1/21 ; max., 10" 
10 ep1ce• 
2 flavorings 
2 colorings 
3 putldi~s, tacked 
l cocoa 
1 "a:p1oea 
1 •a.l' J fish 
Shelf' 2, two rowe deep' height: min. • 9 1/2"; max., 12• 
le~ 
l molaea a 
l • lad oil 
1 cornmeal 
1 ohocolat 
l cooonu 
1 corn tarch 
1 Jrench dressing 
1 soda 
1 bak1Jl€ powd r 
1 brown augar 
1 confectioner• sugar 
1 shortening• 3 lbe. 
Shelf 3, two ro • d ep; height: min., 9 1/2"; max., 141 
1 b1acu1 t ll1x 
1 c flour 
1 pancake mix 
21. Inch Width Cabinet 
1 all pUJl)O e fiour 
1 gra.nulat d sugar 
1 Tin gar 
two and one-half ehelvee requiredt h 1ghte a abo?e. ( ot 
recorded in detail). 
21+ Inch 1d th Cabine 
Shelf 1, three and f'our rowe de i); height t m1n., 7 l/2"; max., 10" 
10 spices 
2 tlavor1nga 
2 coloring• 
3 puddings 
1 cocoa 
1 t pioca 
1 chocolate 
Shelf' 2, two and thre 
1 cornmeal 
1 biscuit mix 
1 c&ke fiour 
1 amp 
1 molasses 
1 vinegar 
15. ~ idth Cabinet 
1 coconut 
l cornatarch 
1 sod 
1 baldng powder 
1 brow eugar 
1 con:f'ectionera sugar 
rowed ep; height: min., 1111;, max •• 14" 
SIBK CEN'I'ER 
1 JTench dreaaing 
1 ealad oil 
1 shortening, 3 1 ba. 
1 pancake mix 
1 all purpose flour 
1 granulated sugar 
One shelf, three 
JD&X.. 9" 
row deep, 3" to spare; height: min., 6 l/2ff; 
1 raisins 
1 beans 
1 peas 
1 prunes 
3 soup 
3 puddings, stacked 
2 bouillon pkge. 
3 milk 
35 
MIX AND SIR CENTEBS OOlmimlD 
n. ~ Width Qa)intt 
lt 1, hr e and tour row deep; height: min., 6 1/2": ma.x., 10 11 
lO apic • 
2 flaTor1ngt 
2 colorbge 
6 pudding • ataek d in threea 
Shelf 2, thr e rows deep: height: 
1 qrup 
1 molaas a 
l. aalad oil 
1 French dressing 
1 chocolate 
1 cornmeal 
3 milk 
3 soup 
3 flah (2 ataeked) 
min., 7 l/2"; max., 10" 
1 baking powd r 
1 soda 
l cornstarch 
1 ra:tein 
1 prunes 
l pancake ~ % 
Sh lf 3, two ro s d p: height: min., 9 l/2"; ux., 14" 
l vinegar 
1 cake flour 
1 bi cult ix 
S e ith more 
n, Inch 1dth Cabinet 
rgin. 
1 all purpose nour 
1 gran at.ed sugar 
1 ~horten!ng, 3 lba. 
!'vo and one-half ah lv s. (!lot recorded in detail). 
Shelf' l, tour and three row d ep; height: min. • 7 1/2" 1 max., 10• 
10 apices 
2 flaYorings 
2 coloring 
1 tapioca 
1 chocolate 
l mutf'tn mix 
6 puddings, stacked in threes 
1 prunes 
2· boUillon pkge. 
1 raie1n• 
1 cocoa 
1 aal 
1 soda 
l bald.ng powder 
1 coconut 
3 t1eh1 2 stacked 
3 ilk 
3 soup 
helf 2, three and on ro dee height: min., 10"; max., 14• 
1 syrup 
1 mol ssea 
1 alad oil 
1 Y1nega.r 
1 lr nch ressing 
l aho e 1ng, 3 lba. 
1 oornm a.l 
1 confectioners ~ar 
1 bro r 
lllDeh tdth cab1 
1 corn tareh 
1 eans 
l p as 
1 pancake 1x 
1 oa.ke :..lour 
1 biseuit i:z: 
1 all purpos flour 
1 granul ted augar 
Same. More d atrable because lees crowded. 
Shelf' 1, two and three row deep, height: min., 7 1/21 ; max., 101 
4 veg ta.bl a 
1 meat 
1 cotfee 
l:f' 2, t o rows deep; height: 
3 raw c reale 
1 a. oh 
U. Inch idth Cabinet 
1 tea 
1 mal ted milk 
1 rr;aghett 
in., S 1/2"; ma.x •• 1211 
1 noodl a 
Shelt 1, t o and three row deep; height: in., 7 1/2"; max .. , 10" 
1 a.l te ilk 
1 matab.ee 
1 aghett! 
Shelf 2, on row de pr height: min., 10": ax., not needed 
3 r v oereala 
21 Inch idth Oa.binet 
1 nood.lea 
(6 inches to spare) 
Shelf 1, three row deep; height: 
4 Teget bl l matchea 
1 1 spaghetti 
1 coffee 2 raw cereals 
t ~lfted milk 1 noodle 
37 
Shelf 2, on row de p; height, 10" 
1 c real only. Sighteen inches not used. 
Shelf 1, o and three rows deep; height: in., 8 1/2 max., 121 
4 vegetable 
1 eat 
1 coff e 
1 t a 
1 malt d milk 
!i Inch Wid h Cabiaet 
lf l, hree row d ep; h ightl 
4 frui 
l Yegeta l juice 
1 andwich epr ad 
1 picltlea 
1 spaghetti 
l noodle• 
3 ra.v cereal 
1 tehee 
in. , 6 1/2• ; . • t 
1 peanut butter 
1 prepar d mustard 
5 jellies and pres rvee 
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o a.nd three row deep; height: . min., g 1/21 ; max., 121 
1 ' rceet rs r a uc 
1 ketob: 
1 alad dre • 1ng 
l fruit i · ce, qt. 
2 fish, stacked 
2 coolrtea 
1 cracker• 
1 doughnut• 
!belt 3, on ro d ep, 
max. , not needed 
rro end out; heights min., 10 1/21 
2 crac er 2 ey-to- at oereal 
Shelf l, three rowe deep; heights: min.. 1/2~; max. 12" 
1 juic , qt. 
1 orcea erahire eauce 
1 ketchup 
1 pickles 
1 ae.ndwioh spread 
1 p a.nut butter 
5 jellies s.nd :preserves 
1 salad dressing 
2 fish, stacked 
Sh lf 2, two rows deep; height: min., 6 1/2": max., l.O" 
4 trui~ 
1 vegetable juioe 
1 doughnut 
1 oeold.ea 
Shelf 31 one row d ep; height: 10 1/2" only needed 
2 p a· · ed reals 
3 oracke:rs 
1 cookie 
t e row deep; heightc ~in., ~ 1/21 ; max., 10" 
11- f 
1 v getabl Juice 
1 sandwich spread 
1 p anut butter 
1 pickles 
lmutrd 
5 Jellies and pr rv 1 
2 fish. stacked. 
l sal drea 1ng 
1 dD hnut 
1 cookl 
Shelf' 2, on and two rowe d ep; height 1 min., g l/21 ; max •• 1 " 
oroest rehire sauce 
1 ketchup 
1 fruit juice, qt. 
Sam • ore lll&'rgin. 
!5. Inch Width Cabinet 
Shelf 
• 
ro a d p; heightl 
get bl s 
4 :fruit 
1 vegetable Juice 
1 coold • 
3 crackera 
nr ... rA-re c re le 
min •• 61 1 max., 101 
1 me.&t 
2 fieh 
Shelt 2, three rowa deep; height: min., g 1/21 ; max., 121 
1 oreestershire •au.ce 
1 k toh 
1 lad dr 
1 f'rui J ic , qt. 
1 lted ilk 
Shelf 3, two rows deep; heigntt 
1 cofr e 
1 ea 
1 tchee 
5 Je111 1 
1 aan.clvich re 
1 pea.n: :t butter 
1 pickle• 
6... 1 " min., ; max., 0 
1 spaghetti 
1 egg noodle 
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elf 4, o ro C:eep; height: min .. • 
2 co ~ k es 
1. cracker 
4o 
l/2 ; •• 12" 
1 do :at 
3 UD.Cooked c reale 
~ • on ro narro end out; heightz min., 9 1/2"; max., not needed 
ro 1 deep; height: 
1 :o terahire aauce 
l ke ch'ap 
1 1 e ... nut b tter 
sandwich spread 
l la ssing 
5 Jellies and preserves 
2 l"epared cerEJiU 
in., 8 /2", max., 12" 
1 prepared mu•tard 
1 pickle• 
1 m~ltea. milk 
l chea 
l eat 
2 '"'1 h 
Shelf 2, one and two rowe deep;, height; _in., 8 1/2"; max., 121 
j r cere 1 
1 noodle 
l s ghet 1 
V gGt l.o 
fruits 
l veget&bl J e 
1 t juic , • 
1 cookies 
1 dou.gbnut 
1 
c 
lt 4, one row deep; height: 10" only 
2 •y-to-eat cereal 3 er ckere 
1 eoold 
She~£ 1, d three rove deep; height= 
1 ke ehu.p 
1 ore ster hire sauce 
1 pickles 
l !mit juicw, t. 
1 ad dressing 
1 oo:d.e 
Shelf' 2• wo rows deep: height: min., 6 1 max., 8 1/21 
1 meat 
2 tieh atack:ed 
1 coffee 
1 tea 
1 matches 
4 fruita 
l vegetable juice 
4 vegetablee 
Shelf 3. o and two rowa deep: height 10" on_ly 
2 cooked cereal• 
pre ared cereals 
1 cookie 
Sam • or argin. ot cor 
lf l 
4 v getable 
4 fruit 
1 eg tabla juice 
1 meat 
l m tch 
lf' 2 
1 orcestershire auce 
~ etchup 
1 . a.l&d dressing 
1 trui t jUice, qt. 
1 lted ilk 
5 j lliee and pr rv 
1~ 3 
3 crackers and wafer• 
1 egg noodlee 
1 spaghetti 
1 det 1. 
2 f ah 
l coffe• 
1 Itl'Q. tar 
1 t a 
paeh ti 
2 c~ ckera 1 no dl • 
2 prep red c reale 
(only 15 inahe u - d) 
• or margin. Not recorded 1n detail • 
1!12A ...... ~ .......... ~~ 
Shelf 1. o and three row• deeps height: in •• 8 1/2•; max., 12" 
1 orce•tereh1re sauce 
1 ketch 
p b tter 
1 andwich spread 
1 alad dre sing 
5 jell1e and preserve 
1 mu. tard 
1 pickles 
1 lte lk 
1 atche 
1 eat 
2 fieh 
4 e"'; tn.bl. 
4 :fruita 
1 veeetable juice 
1 t 8. 
1 coffee 
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lf 2, 
b.y e bin 
'fabl 6. 
2 co o 
1 doughn t 
3 cracker 
• qt. 2 ready-to-e t cere la 
ta of assigning the food item to helve determined 
ooo 1ng to kitchen center {ere arised as followst 
Oonclua&oy 
The to~ amount of 12 inch shelvi · required to store the 103 
item o~ packaged, eanne • nd bottled foods d~ ermined to orm the repre-
s ntati liet tor atorage 1n etrial.l homes as 10 feet 6 inches when the 
items la.c d clo together on a table in o eon inuoua row. Figure 3. 
to al amount of 12 in~h shelving r quired to store the el n 
cleani i1'a ,"' 16 i110h s; the thre~ empt1"'s (6 Coc Oola bottle• 
stored a.s e) oh _. ·gure 4. (Theee item were assigned to the 
under-sink eab!net !:Ul.d 11 be included !n the ute il tudy with the 
olean-up utensile). 
The total amount of 12 inch shel ing required at individual 
kitchen o n ere fo packaged, oa.n.ned, a.nd b ttled fool storage ·;a.e: 
two 
. tx Center. • • • • • • 
Sink Cen.te 
e Cent r. • • .. 
e e Center. • • • • • 
46 1ncilie 
14 1nchea 
24 ineh 
44 inches 
• • • • • • Fi~e 5 
• • • • • • :r1gure 5 
teur 6 
Figure 6 
T e total Qunt of 12 inch abelv1 for cen er combined in 
••• &> inches 
•• 68 inches • " . 
• • :figtU"e ~ 
• J'igure o 
e- 5 38 
comb!mtion JJff 
3 5 1/ he 
?7 3 I 
3 2 2 I • 
36 ~ 1-
!he .am of the requirement• at centers was 10 feet and g 
inche•· (Mor margin waa reqUired when divided into centere than wben 
tored in continuous line.) 
fhe widtha of commercial metal wall cabinets determined ae moe\ 
auitable for the storage of packaged• canned. and bottled food · at each 
c nter and for combinations of centers were a followel 
Mix Center. One 18 inch width cabinet with three shelvee pro-
vided adequate shelf apac with minimum margine above items. lt me 
on the third ehelt were one row d&ep and within the normal reach of 
the average woman. 72 inches from the floor. For the m1n1Drwn wld th 
cabinet. 18 inches is recommended. J'iggre 1· 
One 24 1neh width oabln t with two shelve 1n use gave adequate 
ahelf apac and pemltted a.rlmum margins above items. This width 
binet ia tecommended for ample apace at the m.ix center. 
ns£ Center. One ehel:t in a 15 inch width cabinet was ample 
for the aink-:f'lrst packaged, carmed, and bottled foods. Figure 8. 
Sine so little apace 1 needed, it ia recommended that sink-f'irat 
foods alwaya be included with mix-first f'ooda • 
. Range C nte;. !rwo shelves 1:n a 15 inch width cabinet were ample 
for the fooda used firet at the range center, and the second ahelf was 
Wi~hin th normal r ach. A 15 inch cabinet 1• recommended. for this 
center. igure 9. 
Stne Oea\er. !brae 8hel ves in an lS inch cabinet were ade-
quate for this center, and since i teme on the third shelf were only 
oae row deep, they were accessible. Minilrwn margins abare ehelTes 1 
and 2 were used. J'igure 10. 
Mix-~ Combined. When the supplies at thes two centers were 
combined, one 24 inch cabinet vith three shelve stored all. Iteme 
on the third shelf were one row deep and with minimum margins came 
within reach of the normal woman, 72 inches from the floor. Figure 11. 
A 33 inch c binet contained all 1upplies on two shelTes and 
permitted the ~~• of ample margin above items. This width cabinet 
11 reoomJBended. when ample space is aTa1lable at the mix-sink center. 
!&Pa-S•rvt Combined. When the auppl1es at range and serve 
center a were combined, a 24 inch width cabinet with three shel vea 
contained all a~pliee. Large item on the third shelf, one row 
deep. were accessible. This width cabinet is recOllmlended for the 
minimum c binet at this center. Figu.re 12. 
\ 
\ 
Jlacommendationa 
Uae 11 teet ot 12 inch de~ eh lTing as the minimum require-
nt for th etor o th 1 ite pply of packag d, canned nd bottled 
food • !hie is four ineh e ore the.n the of require nta a.t c ntera, 
but the additio _ 1 inahe r de11r ~1 to a lo for or apace between 
item • 
t th v . idity f h indings in this pr liminaey tud¥, 
i 'p ~ r" helve and h t cab1ne :vere used, by checking 
or requirements in commer 1 m tal all bin t•· 
mall 1 tem euch aa moe of those repr -eent 1ng packaged, canned, 
and ottled foo e io lly tared n ro two, three, and 
f'our ~•ep, which is neeess ith l2 inch helvi J'or this reason, 
ea atorage requirement ain auch a.vaile.bl aide s ep-up shelves, 
d rack for door , and narrow ahelYe pl d between deep ones. 
Teat he suit bil1t1 of drawers 1n b ae cabinets for the storage 
food • Dra er would permit each item 
d ea. y to e gr ... ed w1 thout oving one to reach another. 
Fig. 3 LIMITED SUPPLY PACKAGED, CANNED AID 
.BOTTLED FOODS 
Total mmiber or 1 tems, 103 
Total 12• deep shelving required - 11 teet 
Fig. 4 · UHDIR-SINK STORAGE 
' Cleaning supplies 11 items, 
require 16" o~ 12" shelving 
·•Empties" 8 items, require 
~" ot 12" shelving 
Fig. 5 MIX AND SINK CENTEBB FOOD STORAGE, TOTAL 
Mix center (47) t 46• ot 12• shelving 
Sink oenter (15 J , 14 • ot 12" shelving 
r 
Fig. 6 SERVE AND RANGE CENTERS FOOD STORAGE, TOTAL 
Se~ center Z1, 44 w of 12w shelving 
Range center 13, 24• or 12• shelving 
• 
Fig. '1 ·MIX CENTER FOOD STORAGE 
Wall cabinet 18• wide, 
minimum margins above 1 tems 
Shelt 1, 4 and 3 rows deep 
Shelf 2, 3 rows deep 
Shelf 3, 1 row deep 
50 
Fig. 8 SINK CENTER FOOD STORAGE 
Wall cabinet 15" wide 
One shalt 3 ~d 2 row deep 
51 
52 
Fig. 9 R4NGE CENTER F09,D _ STORAGE .. 
Wall cabinet 18" vide 
Two shelves 3 and 2 rows deep 
Fig. 10 SERVE CENTER FOOD STORAGE 
Wall cabinet, 18" wide 
Three abel ves, minimum margins above 1 tema 
Shelt 1, 3 rows deep 
Shelf 2, 2 rows d p 
Shelf' 3, 1 row deep 
Fig. 11 MIX..SIHK FOOD STORAGE 
Wall cabinet 18• wide 
Three shelves, minimum 
margins above i tams 
Shelt 1, 4 and 3 rows deep 
Shelf 2, 3 rows deep 
Shelt 3, 1 row deep 
5 
Fig. 12 RANGE-SERVE FOOD STORAGE 
Wall cabinet 24" w:l.de 
Three shelves, minimum 
margins above items 
Shelt ·1, 3 rows deep 
Shelt 2, 3 rows deep 
Shelf' 3, 1 row deep 
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SERIES II. DIWNERWA.D STOBAGE 
Storage Stpdr o. 1 
lormul tion of the List of Dinnerware for Service for Six, 
Eight, and Twelve Person • 
futpoa 
o determine the kind .and number of pieces ·ot Chi - and glaaa-
var that ould be a.deq te and represent at! ve tor serving group ot 
eix, ight d t lve pe••ons as a basis for etting up tora.g ... r Uiremen\a 
in erma of comm rcial me a1 wall cabine •· 
1. .t r1 1 -o viou s arch studiea, ehi and 
e , a ction of ho e management textbook• 
d bull tins n dinnerwar • 
2. Consulted with bcyere of dinnerware in local stores to secure 
d.at on kind and number of pieces th t are eommonl7 sold a1 
•seta•. 
3· d t ee lists, on eaoh for s rvice for ix, eight, and 
twelve, adding certain extra eerv1ce and decorative piece to 
th ita designated s " ta". 
4. Cheo d these li•t ina tho~ et up in the Cornell studr, 
1lunotional Xltehen Storage.• 
5· ade t o lists of ailver, o for ever.yday u and one tor 
ooe aiona.l u 
DEJ TIO OF TERMS 
D&pn rya.re include all dish ~ s u ed for tabl a rnce, regard-
1 •• ot m terial f'rom which made: china. metal. wood, or plaatlc. 
_refer to peelfio uumber ot pieces in the eame pattern 
cue om ril old to ether, such as 1et for six a et for etght. 
Sery1ca refers to the total amount of dinnerware , assigned to 
the aervice of specific number of pereonar tn this stud7, 11x. eight, 
an twelY • 
o provl•ions were mad 1n this tudy for the atorag ot 
1 e e gre t r h 1 inches in diame er, eh a.s chop plate • J. 
m1n1 n r of e tr a e orative p1ec s wer epecifi d t h the 
ece err service 1 ee of dinn rware, decorative :Pi c a and flo er 
con a.inere that pr tic lly every wo an owns a. reaul t of gift a, ,, 
pr1zee, lnh ritanee, lett-o~era from broken set1, nd auch. 
! bl a wer orga~iz d 11st1 g d1nnerwar in aets of six, eight 
and t lve; 1 vi:a.g the co lete • moe for eix. eight. and t lve per-
aona; and 11atillg silver for everydq and for occae1ona1 us • Thee 
t bles · e follo 
Lunch 
!.uLE 7 • D"">L~J.• AL£\n:A.'RE AS COMMONLY SOLD. XI' SftS OJ 
• E IGH'l', AND 'l'w.EL 
6 dinn r or breakfa t nla ee 
6 aal d. or br d butt r 1 te 
6 soup pla s 
6 fruit or oer 1 di he 
set, Service for 6 
6 eupa 
6 $aucere 
1 medittm platt r 
( ound op v ge able di h) 
1 nappie (oTal open vege-
table dish) or baker 
Luncheon or nn r et, Se ic f 8 
inn r 1 t 
8 alad plate · 
g soup pl te 
g fruit o ereal 1 heo 
T table bowl 
8 bre d nd butter plates 
Dinner Set - 95 piece set, erviee for 1 
12 dinner plates 
12 ~ lad or deasert plat s 
12 bread d bu.tter plates 
12 coupe, cream, or flat soups 
12 aauc d1she 
12 OUJ? 
12 aauoer., 
cup• 
8 eaucera 
1 edium platter 
1 nappi r baker 
1 ere er 
1 covere gar (2 ie ee) 
2 kkera 
1 small platter 
1 large platter 
1 covered casserole (2 pieces) 
l sauce or gr :"17 boat 
(may b 2 piec a) 
1 covered sugar (2 pieces) 
1 creamer 
7 
) 
t 
) 
t 
) 
a) 
) 
d • 
• 
1 • 
d • o 1 i n 
( t ) 
) 
(chi ) 
1 • 
t r 
' 
11. 
( \l ) 
1 
6 
' 
1 
1 
1 
Conclusions 
From the various sources contacted or studied, it is possible 
to set up the total number of pieces of china and glass\~rare for service 
of six, eight , and twelve persons as follows : 
Service for six, 69 pieces 
Service for eight , 99 pieces 
Service for twelve, 142 pieces 
Recommendations 
Purchase a sufficient quantity of china and glassware to set 
61 
up the complete service for six, eight , and twelve persons , as determined 
above . Use these sets for the determination of shelving requirements 
in terms of commercial metal wall cabinets for each set . 
Assign silver to drawer i n base cabinet; therefore , do not 
test storage requirements in terms of 12 inch shelving. 
Storage Study !£• g 
Determination of the Shelving Requirements in Tenns of Commercial 
Metal \'lall Cabinets for Dinnerware in Sets of Six, Eight , and Twelve 
Purpose 
(a) To determine the total amount of 12· inch shelvine for the storage 
of dinnerware for service of six, eight , and twelve persons . 
(b) To determine the shelving requirements in terms of widths of 
commercial metal all cabinets for each of the three services . 
Procedure 
1. Purchased china and glassware in sufficient quantity to set up 
service for six, eight , and twelve persons . 
2. Marked long strips of paper into 12 inch lengthwise divisions 
to represent 12 inch shelving. 
3· Placed the dinnerware with total identical flat pieces, such as 
plates and cereal bowls, stacked; cups stacked i n twos and other 
like pieces, such as glasses, grouped to~ether on the continuous 
strip of paper "shelving" to determine the total shelving require-
ments for each of the three sets . 
4. Photographed the complete service of eight for records . 
5· Marked the strips of 12 inch shelving into divisions representing 
cabinet widths of 15 , 18, 21 , 24, 27 , 30, 33 , and 36 inches , 
deducting one half inch from each to make ample allowance for 
construction. 
6. Determined the number of shelves in each width necessary to 
store each of the three sets of dinnerware . 
7. Set up in the test cabinet (or in available metal •.rall cabinets) 
each service of dishes , arranged to represent the size of t~ll 
cabinet the t _ests on paper "shelves" indicated most suitable . 
8. Photograp!led each of the three arrangements for permanent records . 
Assumptions 
1. Commercial metal wall cabinets will have two shelves adjustable 
in height in addition to the base shelf, a total of three shelves . 
2. The lower shelves ~11 be kept as close together as possible, 
allowing approximately one inch margin over the tallest item. 
Tall items ill be placed on the top shelf where more space will 
be available. 
3. Only identical pieces of china and glassware, such as piates, 
will be stacked (with the exception of vegetable dishes and 
platters). Cups will be stacked in twos. Only identical pieces, 
such as cups, glasses, and goblets, will be stored more than 
one row deep. 
Results 
China and glass are ere purchased in quantity sufficient to 
set up complete service for six persons, a total of 69 pieces; for ei~1t 
persons, a total of 99 pieces; and for t•1elve persons, a total of 142 
pieces. Total storage requirements in terms of 12 inch deep shelving 
ere as follo s: 
Service for six - 9 feet 
Service for eight - 12 feet 
Service for twelve - 15 feet 
Shelving requirements for each of the three services in terms of 
widths of commercial meta.l \'/all cabinets were as follows: 
Service f.2.I. Six 
15 Inch Width Cabinet 
Shelf 1: 6 dinner plates, cream and sugar, 2 sets salt and 
pepper 
Shelf 2: 6 saucers, 6 sauce dishes, 6 cups, 1 condiment dish 
Shelf ~~ 6 salad plates , 3 small glasses Shelf 6 large glasses, 6 medium glasses, 3 small glasses 
Shelf 5: 6 soup plates (margin) 
Shelf 6: 2 vegetable bo ~ls, 1 condiment dish 
Shelf 7: 1 center bowl, 1 condiment 
Shelf 8: 1 large pitcher, 1 medimn pitcher 
Shelf 9: 2 candle sticks, 1 platter 
18 Inch iidth Cabinet 
Shelf 1: 
Shelf 2: 
Shelf R~ Shelf 
Shelf 5: 
Shelf 6: 
6 dinner plates, 6 sauce dishes, cream and sugar, 2 
sets salt and pepper 
6 salad plates, 6 saucers, 6 cups 
2 vegetable dishes, stacked, 6 soup plates 
6 glasses in each of 3 sizes stored in three rows 
1 center bowl, 2 candle sticks, 3 condiment and 
jelly dishes 
1 platter, large pitcher, medium pitcher 
21 Inch Width Cabinet 
6 shelves, same as 18 inch, more margin 
24 Inch idth Cabinet 
Shelf 1: 
Shelf 2: 
Shelf 3: 
Shelf 4: 
Shelf 5= 
6 dinner plates, cream and sugar , 1 condiment, 6 
cups , 2 sets salt and pepper 
2 vegetable bowls, 6 saucers, 6 soup plates 
6 glasses each of 3 sizes , 6 sauce dishes 
1 center bowl, 2 condiment dishes , 6 salad plates 
2 candle sticks , 1 platter, 1 large pitcher, 1 medium 
pitcher 
27 Inch 'idth Cabinet 
5 shelves , same as 24 inch shelves, more margin 
30 Inch Width Cabinet 
Shelf 1: 
Shelf 2: 
Shelf 3: 
Shelf 4: 
6 dinner plates , 6 sauce dishes , 6 saucers , 6 cups , 
2 sets salt and pepper 
6 glasses in each of 3 sizes , 6 soup plates , cream 
and sugar 
2 vegetable dishes , 6 salad plates , 3 condiments 
2 candle sticks, 1 platter, 2 pitchers, 1 center 
bowl 
33 Inch idth Cabinet 
4 shelves , same as 30 inch, more margin 
36 Inch Width Cabinet 
Shelf 1 : 6 dinner plates, 6 sauce dishes , 6 saucers , 6 cups 
6 soup plates . 1 condiment , , cream and sugar , 2 sets 
salt and pepper 
Shelf 2: 6 glasses in each of three sizes, 6 salad plates , 
2 vegetable dishes 
Shelf 3: 2 candle sticks , 1 platter, 2 pitchers , 2 condiments , 
1 center bo,rl 
Service for Eight 
15 Inch Width Cabinet 
Shelf 1: 
Shelf 2: 
Shelf 3: 
B dinner plates, cream and sugar, 2 sets salt and 
pepper 
B soup plates, cream and sugar 
8 sauce dishes, 8 saucers, 8 cups, stacked in twos 
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Shelf 4: 
Shelf 5: 
Shelf 6: 
Shelf 7: 
Shelf 8 : 
Shelf 9: 
Shelf 10 : 
8 salad plates , 1 condiment 
8 large glasses , 4 medium, 2 small glasses 
8 bread and butter plates , 4 medium glasses , 
glasses 
2 vegetable dishes , 1 condiment dish 
2 platters , 1 condiment 
center bowl , 2 candle sticks 
2 pitchers 
6 small 
18 Inch ~tlid th Cabinet 
Shelf 1 : 
Shelf 2 : 
Shelf 3: 
Shelf 4: 
helf 5: 
Shelf 6: 
Shelf 7: 
Shelf 8: 
8 dinner plates , 8 bread and but ter plates , 2 sets 
salt and peppers , 2 medium glasses 
8 saucers , 8 cups , 1 condiment 
8 soups , 8 sauce dishes , 2 sets cream and sugar 
8 large glasses , 6 medium glasses , 8 small glasses 
1 vegetable dish, 8 salad plates 
2 vegetable di shes 
2 platters , 2 pitchers 
1 center bowl , 2 candle sticks , 2 condiment dishes 
21 Inch iidth Cabinet 
8 shelves , sa~e as 18 inch, more margin; or, rearranged, 7 
shelves 
24 Inch Width Cabinet 
Shelf 1: 
Shelf 2 : 
Shelf 3: 
Shelf 4: 
Shelf 5: 
Shelf 6: 
8 dinner plates , B soup bo,·lls, 4 glasses in each of 
three sizes 
B salad plates, 8 saucers, 8 cups (stacked in twos) , 
2 sets salt and peppers 
8 bread and butter plates , 8 sauce dishes , 3 vegetable 
bowls (two stacked) 
2 platters , 1 cream and sugar , 1 bowl, 1 condiment 
dish 
2 pitchers , 4 glasses in each of three sizes 
1 center bowl , 2 candle sticks , 1 condiment , (2 flo¥er 
holders nossible) 
27 Inch iidth Cabinet 
6 shelves , same as 24 inch, more margin 
30 Inch idth Cabinet 
Shelf 1: 
Shelf 2 : 
Shelf 3: 
Shelf 4: 
Shelf 5: 
8 dinner plates , B bread and butters , 2 vegetable 
bowls , 1 condiment , 2 sets salt and peppers 
8 salad plates , 8 cups , 8 saucers , 2 condiments 
8 glasses in eech of three sizes , 8 sauce dishes , 
2 sets cream and sugars 
2 platters , 2 pitchers , 2 candle sticks , 1 center bowl 
8 soup plates, 1 vegetable dish, (only 17 inches used; 
space for extra flo~er holder s) 
33 Inch idth Cabinet 
Four and one- luUf shelves , same as 30 inch, more margin 
36 Inch lidth Cabinet 
Shelf 1 : 
Shelf 2 : 
g dinner pl&tee, g bread and butter plates , 8 sauce 
dishes , 8 saucers , g cups , 2 vegetable dishes , 2 sets 
salt and peppers 
8 glasses in each of three sizes , 8 salad plates , 
2 sets cream and sugar , 1 condiment 
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Shelf 3 :: 
Shelf 4 
g soup bowls , 1 vegetable dish, 2 pitchers , 1 condiment 
2 platters, 2 candle sticks, 1 center bowl , 2 flower 
containers added 
Service for Twelve 
15 Inch iidth Cabinet 
Shelf 1 : 
Shelf 2 : 
Shelf 3:. 
Shelf 4 
Shelf 5: 
Shelf 6: 
Shelf 7: 
Shelf 8 : 
Shelf 9: 
Shelf 10: 
Shelf 11: 
Shelf 12: 
12 dinner plates , 1 condiment , 3 sets salt and peppers 
12 breakfast plates , 12 bread and butter plates 
12 soup bowls, 12 sauce dishes 
12 saucers , 12 cups 
12 juice glasses, 8 sherbets 
12 salad plates, 4 sherbets 
12 goblets 
2 vegetable dishes (stacked), 1 gravy boat 
1 vegetable dish, 3 sets cream and sugar 
center bowl , 3 condiments 
2 platters (stacked) 
2 pitchers , 2 candle sticks 
18 Inch Width Cabinet 
Shelf 1 : 
Shelf 2: 
Shelf 3 :: 
Shelf 4 
Shelf 5: 
Shelf 6: 
Shelf 7: 
Shelf 8 : 
Shelf 9: 
Shelf 10: 
12 dinner plates, 1 gravy boat 
12 breakfast plates , 12 bread and butter plates 
12 soup plates , 12 cereals 
12 saucers , 12 cups, 2 cream and sugars 
12 salad plates , 1 vegetable dish 
12 goblets , 1 condiment 
12 sherbets, 12 juice glasses 
2 platters , 1 cream and sugar 
2 vegetable dishes , 2 pitchers 
3 condiments , 2 candle sticks 
21 Inch Width Cabinet 
Same as 18 inch cabinet , more margin; or , 9 shelves possible 
24 Inch idth Cabinet 
Shelf 1 : 
Shelf 2: 
Shelf 3 :: 
Shelf 4 
Shelf 5: 
Shelf 6: 
Shelf 7: 
Shelf 8: 
12 dinner plates, 12 breakfast plates 
12 saucers , 12 cups, 3 cream and sugars 
12 juice glasses, 12 sherbets, 2 condiments 
12 goblet , 2 candle sticks, 1 center botl 
12 soup plates , 12 bread and butters , 1 vegetable 
dish 
12 salad plates , 12 cereals , 1 gravy boat , 1 condiment 
2 platters ( stacked) , 2 vegetable diShes ( stacked) 
2 pitchers , (2 flower cont ainers added) 
27 Inch 'idth Cabinet 
Sa~e as 24 inch cabinet , more margin 
30 Inch Width Cabinet 
Shelf 1 : 12 dinner plates, 12 breakfast plates , 2 vegetable 
Shelf 
Shelf 
Shelf 
Shelf 
Shelf 
Shelf 
2: 
~~ 
5: 
6: 
7: 
dishes 
12 soup plates , 12 bread and butter , 1 vegetable dish 
12 cereals , 12 saucers , 12 cups , 3 cream and sugars 
12 salad plates, 2 platters , 1. gravy boat 
12 sherbets , 12 juice , 3 goblets , 2 condiments 
1 center bowl , 2 candle sticks , 1 condiment , 9 goblets 
2 pitchers, (2 flower containers added; extra space 
available) 
33 Inch idth Cabinet 
Shelf 1 : 
Shelf 2: 
Shelf 3= 
Shelf 4: 
Shelf 5: 
Shelf 6: 
12 dinner plates, 12 breakfast plates , 12 soup plates 
12 salad plates, 12 bread and butter plates, 12 sauce 
dishes , 12 saucers , 3 sets salt and peppers 
3 sets cream and sugars , 1 covered vegetable dish, 1 
condiment , 1 gravy boat , 12 cups 
2 vegetable dishes , 1 covered vegetable dish, 1 small 
bowl , 1 medium pitcher, 3 goblets 
9 goblets , 6 sherbets , 6 juice 
1 center bowl , 2 candle holders , 2 platters (stacked) , 
2 condiments (stacked), 1 large pitcher, 2 flower 
containers 
36 Inch idth Cabinet 
Shelf 1 : 
Shelf 2: 
Shelf 3: 
Shelf 4: 
Shelf 5: 
12 dinner plates , 12 breakfast plates , 12 soup plates 
2 vegetable dishes (stacked) 
12 salad plates , 12 bread and butter, 12 saucers , 
12 sauce dishes , 1 condiment , 1 bowl , 1 vegetable dish, 
1 salt and pepper 
1 medium pitcher, 3 sets cream and sugars, 1 vegetable 
dish, 1 gravy bowl , 12 cups (stacked in twos) 
12 stemmed ware in each of three sizes 
2 platters , 1 center bowl , 2 candle sticks , 2 condi-
ments, 1 large pitcher , 2 flower containers 
For space above shelves, 6 1/2 to 7 1/2 inches was adequate 
for all except the top shelf, where 10 to 12 inches was needed. 
TABLE 12. STORAGE REQ.UIREME1ITS FOR DINNER'tf.ARE , SERVICE FOR SIX 
IN TERMS OF \f.[ DTHS OF CO. ~ERC IAL METAL :ALL CABINETS 
Width 
of She1f 
No . of 
Shelves Comments 
of 
15" 
18" 
21" 
2411 
271 
30" 
33" 
36" 
9 
6 
6 
5 
a 
4 
3 
Ample space . Impracticable 
Recommended minimum if~cabinets are used 
A Ample space 
Cro,'lded 
Adequate 
A.d.equa.t e 
Ample 
Recommended if one cabinet is used 
TABLE 13. STOBAGE REQ.UIREr~EUTS FOR DIIDTER ARE, SERVICE FOR EIC-HT 
IU TEEI.S OF 'f{IDTHS OF CO~~MERCIAL METAL WALL C.AJ3INETS 
idth No . of 
Shelf Shel"Tes 
15" 11 
18" 8 
21 11 g 
24• 6 
27" 6 
30 11 5 
33" 
36" a 
Comments 
Not economical of space 
No margin 
Margin 
Two cabinets 2411 wide recommended 
More margin 
Adequate 
More margin 
Four shelves in ~ cabinet 36" wide would be adequate, 
but commercial ~all cabinets have only three shelves 
TABLE 14. STORAGE RE UIREM..t:J TS FOR DTI :rER ·vARE, SERVICE FOR T1t1ELVE 
IN TEB1-1S OF IDTHS OF CO~l-1ERCIAL METAL \'fALL CABINETS 
idth No . of 
of Shelf Shelves Comments 
15 11 12 
1811 10 
21 11 10 
24" g 
27 11 g 
30 11 7 
33" 6 
36tt 5 
No margin 
Crowded 
Adequate 
Cro\·lded 
Adequate 
Ample 
Adequate . T\-ro cabinets recommended as minimum 
Two cabinets in this width recommended . The sixth 
shelf fo,r 11 extras 11 advisable 
Conclusions 
Dinnerware may be stored on shelving 12 inches deep so that 
each kind of piece is readily accessible with little waste of space. 
This is because of the numberous duplication of pieces in any one set, 
which permits identical pieces to be stacked or stored more than one row 
deep. 
For the above reason, very little margin above the dishes is 
needed, 6 1/2 to 7 1/2 inches is sufficient for all shelves except the 
top one, where 10 to 12 inches are needed. 
Three shelves may be uoed in 30 inch high cabinets 'ltri th 1 tems 
on the third shelf ~ithin the normal reach area of 72 inches from the 
floor. In a 36 inch high cabinet, four shelves could be used if available 
with less frequently used items placed on the fourth shelf. 
The total amount of shelving 12 inches deep required for the 
storage of each service is as follows: 
Service for six - 9 feet 
Service for eight - 12 feet, Figure 11 
Service for t elve - 15 feet 
The widths a~n numbers of commercial metal wall cabinets esti-
mated from the preliminary stu<iy to be best sui ted for the storage of 
dinnerware is as follows: 
Service for six: Two 18 inch width cabinets or one 36 inch 
width. The latter is recommended. Figure 14. 
Service for eight: Two 24 inch width cabinets. Figure 15. 
( o single commercial metal wall cabinet 
will accommodate the total service for 
eight) 
Service for twelve: T\oro 33 inch width cabinets are adequate. 
Two 36 inch cabinets are recommended, pro-
viding one extra shelf for additional items. 
Figure 16. 
Recommendations 
Use the storage requirements for the service for eight , a total 
of 1? feet , i~ setting up space requirements for dish storage in kitchens 
of small homes . This service will permit entertaining for eight , t o 
card table groups . If more dishes are to be stored, assume space in 
dining room. 
Test the validity of the findings of this preliminary study , 
in which paper 'shelves1 and the test cabinet were used for determining 
storage requirements , by using commercial metal wall cabinets. 
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• 
Fig. 14 DiNNERWARE STORAGE, S~VICE FOR SIX 
Wall cabinet 36" wide 
Three shelves 
Fig. 15" DINNERWABE -~RAGE, SERVICE FOR EIGHT 
1 
TwO wall cabinets, each 24" vide 
Three shel vas each 
______ l ____ =-'-'" 
Fig. 16 DINNERWARE STORAGE, SERVICE FOR TWELVE 
Two wall cabinets 36• wide recommended 
(Five shelves, each 36" wide, .shown here) 
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SERIES III . STORAGE OF KITCHEN UTENSILS 
Storage Study No . 1 
Formulation of a Representative List of Kitchen Utensils . 
Purpose 
To determine the kind and number of utensils that ould be 
adequate and representative for a small family (up to four members) as 
a basis for determining storage requirements in the kitchens of small 
homes . 
Procedure 
1 . Used as chief source material t ~ research studies : rtA Set of 
Uten ils for the Farm Kitchen , " by Maud Wilson and Helen E. 
McCullough, Oregon State College Agricultural Experiment Station 
Cir . 134, 194o; and the utensil section of "Functional Kitchen 
Storage , " by 1ary Koll Heiner and Helen E. ~1cCullough, Cornell 
xperiment Station Bulletin (now in press) . Both these studies 
were based upon detailed analysis of menus and food preparation 
processes . Because the Cornell study was set up for the needs 
of urban families of four members {the census avera;;e) and 
therefore was more applicable to storage require1nents in small 
homes , the utensil list recommended by it as used as the basis 
for the present study. 
2. Made a list of utensils , based on the Cornell study, changing · 
certain items to make it conform to apparent current needs . 
3· Checked this list of utensils against the items available in 
local stores , making necessary modifications in size and shape 
in so far as such changes did not impare the function of the 
items recommended. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Utensils include all the items of kitchenware , both large and 
small, used in the various processes of food preparation and the clean-up 
activities in connection with food preparation. 
Assumptions 
Families would do some entertaining; and , therefore , provisions 
were made for certain utensils larger than a small family would need for 
ordinary meal preparation. 
Common methods of food preparation would be used. Utensils 
were chosen on this basis . For example, it was not assu.u1e0. that a 
pressure cooker would be used. 
Items would not be sti:p1:llated in "setsn . · 
Limitations 
Utensils for large scale canning , infant feeding, drinks , 
picnics or packed lunc es were not included; neither were household 
tools. 
Results 
A table was organized, giving the kind of utensil and the 
number, the dimensions and the material from which made , for each item 
as follows: 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
TABLE 15. UTENSIL LIST USED AS A :BASIS FOR STORAGE RECx,UIREf-.1ENTS (106 Items Exclusive of Optional) 
Stew pan (lid) , 6 qt . 
Sauce pan (lid) , 5 qt . 
Sauce pan, 4 qt . 
Sauce pan, 3 qt. 
Sauce :pan, 2 1/2 qt . 
Sauce pan, 2 qt . 
Sauce pan , 2 1/2 qt. 
Skillet 
Skillet 
Griddle 
!Q:Q_-of-Stove Cookery 
Dimensions 
10" dia.m. x 6n depth 
(O:ver handle 12" diam. x 6") 
g 1/2" diam. x 5 1/411 _ 
(Over handle 16 11 x 6 1/211 ) 
8 1/2" diam. x 4n 
(Over handle 15 11 x 4 1/2") 
7 l/2U diam. X 3 1/4" 
(Over halldle 13 1/211 x 4n) 
6 3/411 diam. x 3 1/2" 
(Over handle 12 11 diam. :x: 411 ) 
6 1/2" diam . :x: 2 3/4rt 
(Over handle 12 1/4" x 311 ) 
6 1/2" dia..m . x 3 1/411 
(Over handle 12 3/4" x 3 1/2") 
11 11 diam . x 2" 
(Over handle 18 3/4" x 511 ) 
911 diam. x 1 l/4rt 
(Over handle 17" x 4 1/2 11 ) 
10 1/4" diam. x 1 3/4n 
(Over handle 18 1/411 x 4 1/411 ) 
~of-Stove Cookery, (Cont'd) 
1 Double boiler 
1 Tea pot 
1 Coffee pot (drip), 6 cup 
6 Lids 
Cake Pans and Similar 
1 Angel food pan 
2 Lf\yer cake pans 
1 C a.ke pan square 
2 Cookie sheets 
1 Muffin pan 
1 Ring mold 
Oven Cookery 
1 Baking pan, large 
(substitute for roaster) 
Pie Pans 
1 Pie pan (pyrex, casserole cover) 
1 Pie pan (pyrex, casserole cover) 
2 Pie pan (tin) 
1 Pie pen (tin) 
Casseroles 
1 C sserole 
1 Casserole 
1 Loaf pan (aluminum) 
1 Loaf pan (pyrex) 
1 Baking dish (~yre:x) 
8 Custard cups {pyrex) 
5 1/2 11 diam. x 9 1/4 11 with lid 
(Over handle 12 1/211 x 9 1/4 11 ) 
6 1/411 dia.m. X 6 1/2 11 \>/i th lid 
(Over handle 911 x 6 l/2n) 
5 l/4n dia.m. X 10 11 
(Over handle gn x 10 11 ) 
9 1/2" diam. x 4 1/2" 
(Overall 9 1/211 diam. x 511 ) 
9 1/4" diam. x 1 1/4" 
9" X 911 X 1 1/2" 
15 1/4" X 121 
13 11 X 10 11 X 1 11 
8 1/2" diam. x 2 1/2 11 
1611 X 11 11 X 2 1/4" 
6 3/411 dia.m. X 1 1/411 
8 1/411 diam. x 1 1/411 
9" diam. x 1" 
10 11 dirun. x 1 11 
8 1/411 diam. x 2 3/411 
6 3/411 diam. x 2 1/2" 
13 11 X 4 1/211 X 2 1/211 
1011 X 5" X 2 3 /411 
13 1/411 X 7 3J4n X 211 
3 3/4n X 3 1/411 
Paring and Cutting 
1 Paring knife 
1 Paring knife 
1 Slicing knife 
1 Apple cor r 
1 Potato peeler 
1 Can and bottle opener 
1 French or butcher knife 
2 1/411 blade 
6 3/411 overall 
3 1/411 blade 
711 overall 
611 blade 
10 1/411 overall 
611 x 3/411 
6 1/2" X 3/411 
6 1/4" long 
8 1/4" blade 
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Grinding , Grating, ~ashing, Straining 
1 Grater 
1 asher 
1 Grinder 
1 Sieve , small 
1 Sieve, large 
1 Co1ancler 
1 Case fork 
1 Q;ua.rt , pyrex 
1 Pint, pyrex 
2 Cups, pyrex 
2 Sets measuring spoons 
3 Tablespoons 
3 Teaspoons 
1 Set 4 measuring cups 
Measuring 
4tt X 3 II X 7 1/211 
9 3/411 X 411 
11 11 X 9 1/2t1 X 4tt 
gn x 3 1/411 diam. x 211 
6 1/4" diam. x 311 
(Overall 13") 
9 l/4n diam. x 51 
(Over handle 11 3/4" x 611 ) 
7u long 
'5 1/'?.11 dia.m. X 5 1/4" 
(Over handle 711 x 5 1/41') 
5 1/4 11 X 4 1/411 
(Over handle 5 3/4n x 4 1/411 ) 
3 l/4fl di2J!I. X 3 l/2t1 (4 1/2 11 x 3 l/2n Over handle) 
3 1/211 X 1 }/411 X 1 11 
8 11 long 
611 long 
31 diam. x 3 1/211 
{Overall 3 3/411 ) 
Mixing, Rolling, Cuttinr, 
1 Mixing bo 1, 4 qt. 
1 Mixing bo1rr1, 2 qt . 
1 Mixing bowl, 1 1/2 qt. 
1 ixing bowl, 1 1/2 pt. 
1 Cutter 
1 Cutter 
1 Scissors 
1 Sifter 
10 1/4n dia.m. x 4 1/2" 
8 3/4" diam. x 4tt 
7" diam. x 3 1/211 
5 1/211 diam. x 3 1/411 
2 1/411 diam. x 2" 
211 diam. x 1 1/211 
8 1/411 X 2 1/211 
7S 
l Rotary beater 
1 Pastr,y blender 
1 Rolling pin 
5" diam. x 5 3/4" 
12 1/2" long x 3 3/4n diam. x 3 l/2u 
4 1/2" X 4 1/2 1 X 1 1/211 
16 3/411 x 2 1/4' diam. 
Spreading, Leveling, Loosening, Turning 
1 Turner, perforated 
1 Spatula 
1 Fork, 2 tine 
1 ooden spoon 
1 .ooden spoon 
11 3/411 X 2 1/211 
12 1/4" long x 1 1/4" \'ride 
Testing, Stirring, Serving 
12 3/411 long 
13 11 long x 211 wid.e 
15" long x 2" x 1 11 
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1 Large bo·l spoon 
1 Perforated spoon 
11 1/411 x 3 3/4" diam: x 1 1/411 
1211 x 2 1/2" x ·2 3/4" 
7 1/211 long :x: 2 l/2n wide 
1211 long x 2 1/2" x 2 l/2n 
1 Lifter for hot items 
1 Large spoon 
1 Dish pan 
1 Dish drainer 
1 Scra.per 
1 Strainer, t riangular 
1 Brush 
1 Garbage container 
1 Utility pan 
1 Cooler rack 
1 Juicer 
1 Funnel 
2 Trays 
1 ~- aste paper basket 
Electrical Equipment 
1 Toaster 
1 Waffle iron 
1 ~ixer 
1 Coffee maker 
Clean-up Utensils 
Other 
Optional 
9 1/411 
711 X 911 
7 1/211 X 3 1/4" 
12" dia.m. X 311 
10 11 X gn X 1/2" 
611 diam. x 1 3/4" 
3 1/2" diam. x 3 3/411 
17 11 X 12 11 X 3/4" 
1 Large kettle , 10 to 12 qt . 
Containers for floor and sugar , bread and cake 
Cutting boards , if not included in cabinet 
Conclusions 
From basic lists of utensils worked out in previous rese rch 
studies , it is possible to formulate a list of 106 items , exclus ive 
of those specifi ed as opt ional , which would meet all the needs in food 
preparation an clearing a "'tray for the avere..ge urban family . Table li· 
Recommendations 
Purchase the items given in the basic list of utensils. Use 
these items to detern.ine storage requirements for utensils in terms of 
commercial metal cabinets . 
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Storage Study No . a 
Determination of the Storage Requirements for Utensils 
in Kitchens of Small Homes . 
urpose 
(a) To determine the total shelving re~uirements for utensil storage 
in terms of 12 inch deep shelving (wall cabinets) · d 20 inch 
deep shelving (base cabinets) . 
(b) 
Procedure 
To determine the total amount of shelving in terfus of commercial 
metal base cabinets for utensils assi ned to kitchen ce~ters . 
1 . Purchased the complete list of utensils determined in Study No . 1 
as the re resentative list requiring storage in the ~tenens of 
small homes . 
2. Arr nged the complet e list , with the exception of the clean- up 
equipment ( ,fhich would be stored in the base of the under-sink 
cabinet and therefore ould require 20 inch shelving) on 12 
inch deep shelves of the test . ~abinet marked off into 36 inch 
width • Counted the shelves and computed the total linear feet 
of 12 inch shelving required. 
3. r.fa.de a list of the total supply of utensils , assigning each to 
kitchen centers : mix, sink, range , and serve . 
4. Cut long l engths paper into 20 inch strips to re.._Jresent the 
shelf depths of COI!llilercial metal base cabinets . 
5· laced the utensils grouped according to assignment centers on 
t he paper "shelving 11 • Computed the total linear requirements in 
terms of ?0 i nch dee~ shelves for the total supply of utensil s 
and for the total at each center. 
6. arked the 20 inch deep strips of paper into widths r~~ging from 
15 inches to 36 inches at three inch incre ents to represent 
standard widths of commercial metal base ca.binete. . One-half was 
deducted from each vridth to make ample allo,, ance for metal used 
in construction; and t therefore, the actual ~dths tested 
were 14 1/2 inches to 35 1/2 inches at three inch increments . 
1· Arranged the utensil according to assignment to centers on these 
paper llshelvea 11 and determined the number of cl1elves rey_uired 
for each center in each width base cabinet . 
S. Took photographs o£ total utensils, utensils assigned to centers 
and utensils in recommended widths of cabinets for permanent records . 
Assumntions 
1. Standard co .• ercial metal base cabinets COille in widths ranging 
from 15 inches to 36 inches at three inch increments . In this 
study a 30 inch under-sink cabinet ias assumed . 
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2. The usual number of shelves, counting the base as a shelf, is two. 
3· The depth of shelf in a metal base cabinet is assumed to be 20 
inche • 
4. One draier is available in a two-shelf base cabinet . 
5· In cabinet 30 inches wide or more , t~o narrow drawers instead 
of one wide drawer may be provided. 
6. The inside width of a drawer usually is four inches less than 
the outside width of the cabinet. 
7• Since base cabinets have only two shelves, counting the base 
as one shelf, both of which are fixed, there is ample height above 
shelvAs and, therefore, this measurement need not be taken. 
Utensils may be functionally stored in either wall or base c bi-
nets . However, since most utensils are light in weight, non-breakable, 
and easy to grasp , they may be more functionally stored in base cab1nets 
than packaged, canned and bottled foods, rhich are comparatively small 
and therefore need narrow shelves; or dishes, which are breakable, heavy 
when in stacks, and some of which are small. In this study, it is 
assumed large utensils will be stored on shelves in base cabinets, small 
items, such as cutlery, in drawers in base cabinets. 
The few it ms used :irst at the range - skillets, griddle , 
one sauce pan - may be stored in the space provided in standard ranges. 
Lids, also, may be stored in the range, but a rack or file is needed to 
store them functionally. 
Results 
The total amount of shelving 2 inches dee required to store 
the 106 utensils representing the adequate supply for small urban families 
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hen placed on shelves in the 36 inch wide test cabinet was 36 feet , 
plus three feet for the optional electrical equipment. This does not 
include the clean-up items which were assigned to the under- sink cabinet 
and required approximately 20 inches of 20 inch deep shelving. Figure ll.· 
The list of utensils assigned to kitchen centers is as follows : 
TA13LE 16. UTEri SILS SIGNED TO KI TCEEN c:m TER S 
MIX CENTER (51 Items Exclusive of Optional) 
1 Angel food pan 
2 Layer cake pans , round 
1 Flour sifter 
1 Spatula 
2 Pie pans , pyrex, casserole covers 
3 Pie pans , tin 
1 Muffin pan 
1 Loaf pan, aluminum 
1 Cake pan, square 
4 Mixing bo,.,rls 
1 Measuring set of 4 cups 
1 l-1:easuring cup, 1 cup 
1 Casserole , round, large 
1 Casserole , round, small 
S Pyrex custard cups 
1 Loaf pan, pyrex 
1 Baking pan, large 
1 Pastry blender 
1 Grater 
1 Rolling pin 
1 Beater 
2 Cookie cutters 
1 Wooden spoon 
1 Baking dish, pyrex 
1 Measuring spoon 
1 Grinder 
2 Tablespoons 
Teaspoons 
1 Set measuring spoons 
1 Spoon perforateQ 
1 Ring mold 
2 Cooki e sheets 
1 Cooler rack 
1 Electric mixer , optional 
SINK CENTER (32 Items Exclusive of Optional) 
1 Stew pan, 6 qt . 
1 Sauce pan, 5 qt . 
1 Sauce pan, 4 qt . 
1 Sauce pan, 3 qt . 
1 Sauce pan , 2 1/2 qt . 
1 Sauce pan, 2 qt . 
1 Colander 
1 Coffee pot (drip) , 6 cup 
1 Double boiler 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Tea :pot 
Measuring cup , 
Measuring cup , 
Measuring cup , 
Juicer 
Small sieve 
Large sieve 
Scissors 
Potato peeler 
1 qt . 
1 pt . 
1 cup 
1 Apple corer 
2 Paring knives 
1 Slicing knife 
1 French or butcher knife 
1 Can or bottle opener 
1 Funnel 
1 Kettle , 10 qt ., optional 
1 Cutting board, optional 
1 Dish pan 
1 Dish drainer 
1 Utility pan 
1 Strainer, triangular 
1 Scraper 
1 :Brush 
1 Garbage container 
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TABLE 16 ( Cont 1d.) 
GE CENTER (21 Items Exclusive of Optional) 
1 Skillet, large 1 Teaspoon 
1 Skillet, small 1 Turner , perforated 
1 Griddle , large 1 Large bowl spoon 
1 Sauce pan, 2 1/2 qt . 1 Measuring spoon 
1 Set measuring spoons 6 Lids 
1 Masher 1 Lifter for hot vegetables 
1 Fork, ? tine , long or cans 
1 Fork, 3 tine , case 1 Wooden spoon 
1 Tablespoon 1 Electric coffee maker , optional 
SERVE CENTER (2 Items Exclusive of Optional) 
2 Trays 1 Toaster, electric , optional 
1 affle iron, electric , optional 
Shelving tests in terms of widths of standard metal base cabi-
nets (20 inch deep shelves) for utensils , giving items stored on each 
shelf, were as f ollo\ors : 
ll 
Shelf 1 : 
Shelf 2: 
Shelf 3: 
Shelf 4: 
Shelf 5: 
MIX CENTER 
Cabinets 
4 measuring bo ls, by stacking 1 1/2 qt . inside either 
3 1/2 or 4 1/2 qt . 
3 casseroles, 8 custard cups 
1 squat loaf pan, 1 long loaf pan, 1 angel cake pan , 1 food 
grinder 
6 pie tins , stacked, 3 cake tins , stacked, 1 grater, 1 
sifter 
1 baking pan with trivet , 2 muffin tins , in baking pan, 
2 cookie sheets, under baking pan, 1 glass measuring cup 
on an upper shelf 
18 Inch Width Cabinets 
Shelf 1 : 
Shelf 2: 
Shelf 3: 
Shelf 4: 
Shelf 5: 
4 mixing bowls , 1 glas measuring cup, 1 set Mary Ann cups 
g custard cups , 1 squat loaf pan, 3 casseroles 
1 grater, 1 long loaf pan, 1 sifter , 1 angel cake pan 
4 pie tins , stacked, pie plates , stacked , 1 square cake 
pan, 2 layer cake pans, in squa.re pan 
1 large baking pan with trivet , 2 muffin tins , in baking 
pan, 2 cookie sheets , in baking pan, 1 grinder in box 
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21 Inch Width Cabinets 
Shelf 1: 
Shelf 2 : 
4 mixing bowls, 1 set of 4 measuring cups, 1 glass measure 
3 casseroles , 1 long loaf pan, 1 squat loaf pan , 8 custard 
cups 
Shelf 3: 
Shelf 4: 
1 angel cake pan, 6 pie tins , 1 square cake pan, 2 loaf 
pans , in square pan, 1 grater 
1 baking pan, 2 muffin tins , in baking pan, 2 cookie sheets , 
under baking pan, 1 food grinder 
24 Inch idth Cabinets 
Shelf 1 : 4 mixing bo ls, 1 set Mary Ann cups , 1 gl~ss measure , 1 
sifter 
Shelf 2: 3 casseroles, each with pie covers on, 8 custard cups , 
1 squat loaf pan, 1 long loaf pan 
Shelf 3: 3 pie tins , 1 square cake pan, 2 layer cake pans , 1 angel 
cake pan 
Shelf 4: 1 grinder, not in box, 1 baking pan, 2 muffin tins , 2 
cookie sheets , under baking pan 
gr Inch Width Cabinets 
Shelf 1 : 4 mixing bowls , 8 custard cups , 1 squat loaf pan, 1 long 
loaf pan , 1 glass measure, 1 set of Mary Ann cups 
Shelf 2 : 3 casseroles , ith lids on, 4 pie tins , stacked , 1 square 
cake pan, 2 layer cake pans , in square pan 
Shelf 3: 1 sifter, 1 grinder , 1 grater, 1 angel cake pan, 1 baking 
pan, 2 cookie sheets , under baking pan, 2 muffin tins , in 
ba.h."i.ng pan 
~ Inch -idth Cabinets 
Shelf requirements and arrangements would be the same as for 
27 inch cabinets except for more margin. 
1i Inch idth Cabinets 
This width require 2 1/2 shelves and, therefore, was not 
recorded in detail . 
l£ Inch Width Cabinets 
Shelf 1 : 1 angel foo cake pan and 1 ring mold (stacked) , 3 layer 
cake pans , stacked, 1 large bake pan end 1 muffin pan 
(stacked) , 1 long loaf pan , 1 grater, 1 food grin er 
3 pie pans , stacked 
Shelf 2: 4 mixing bowls , 8 custard cups (2 stacks) , 2 casseroles , 
1 pyrex loaf pan, 1 pyrex bake dish, 1 sifter (placed on 
pie pan) 
Dra\t~er Space: (Small items), same for all arrangements- lS inches 
minimum. 
lectric Mixer: No storage assignment . Assumed left on counter. 
SI rn: CENT R 
15.. Inch ffidth Cabinets 
Shelf 1: 
Shelf 2: 
Shelf 3: 
Shelf 4: 
1 colander, 1 sauce pan, 1 1/2 qt. , 1 strainer 
1 coffee pot, not stacked, 1 reamer, 2 glass measures 
1 double boiler, not stacked, 1 sauce pan, 3 qt., 1 sauce 
pan, 2 qt. 
1 sauce pan, 6 qt., 1 sauce pan, 1 qt ., 1 sauce pan, 1 pt. 
18 Inch id th Cabinets 
Shelf 1: 1 tea pot , 1 cof:ee pot, 2 glass measures, 1 reamer 
Shelf 2: 1 colander, 1 sauce pan, 3 qt •• 1 sauce pan, 2 qt. , 1 sauce 
pan, 1 pt . 
6 Shelf 3: 1 double boiler, not stacked, 1 SHUCe pan, qt.' 1 sauce 
pan, 4 qt •• 1 sauce pan, 1 1/2 qt . 
21 Inch \vidth Cabinet 
Shelf 1: 
Shelf 2: 
Shelf 3: 
1 coffee pot , 1 tea pot, 2 glass measures, 1 reamer, 1 
sauce pan, 1 pt. 
1 sauce pan, 1 1/2 qt. , 1 sauce pan, 1 qt. , 1 sauce pan, 
2 qt ., 1 colander 
1 double boiler , separated, 1 sauce pan, 6 qt., 1 sauce 
pan, 4 qt ., 1 sauce pan, 3 qt . 
24 Inch idth Cabinets 
Shelf 1: 1 coffee pot, 1 tea pot, 2 glass measure , 1 reamer, 2 
sauce pans stacked, 1 and 2 qt ., 1 sauce pan, 1 pt . 
Shelf 2: 1 sauce pan, 1 1/2 qt., 1 sauce pan , 3 qt ., and 1 1/2 qt . 
stacked, 1 sauce pan, 4 qt. , 1 sauce pan, 6 qt. , 1 colander, 
1 double boiler, stacked 
g]_ Inch ' idth Cabinets 
Shelf 1: 1 sauce pan, 6 qt ., 1 sauce pan, 4 qt ., 1 sauce pan, 1 pt., 
1 double boiler, 1 sauce pan, 3 qt . 
Shelf 2: 2 glass measures, 1 colander, 1 reamer, 1 coffee pot, 
1 tea pot, 1 sauce pan, 1 1/2 qt., 1 sauce pan, 2 qt . 
3Q. Inch id th Cabinets 
Shelf 1: 1 sauce pan, 6 qt., 1 saucepan, 4 qt., 1 sauce pan, 3 qt. , 
1 sauce pan, 1 pt ., 1 double boiler 
Shelf 2: 2 glass measures, 1 colander, 1 reamer, 1 coffee pot, 1 tea 
pot, 1 sauce pan, 1 1/2 qt., 1 sauce pan , 2 qt. Arrangement 
the same as for shelf 2 o£ 27 inch cabinets. 
ll Inch Width Cabinets 
Shelf 1: all sauce pans, 1 double boiler 
Shelf 2: 1 colander, 1 coffee pot , 1 tea pot, 1 strainer , 1 reamer, 
2 glass measures 
12. Inch id.th Cabinets 
Shelf 1: Same arrangement as for She f 2 above in 33 inch cabinet , 
except that a 3 and 2 q • sauce pan t·rere added to one 
side of shelf 
Shelf 2 : all sauce pans except 2 and 3 qt ., 1 double boiler 
Drawer Space : 1 drc:. ~er for all small sin..lc items - 18 inches minimum. 
Under-Sink Cabinet : 30 inch base shelf (1 shelf only) , 1 d "sh pan, 
1 dis dra.iner , 1 utility pan , 1 str iner , triangule~r , 
1 brush, 1 garbage container (on door) , plus cleaning 
supplies and 11 enpties 11 • 
RA1 GE CENTER 
12 Inch _ idth Cabinets ( Skillets not stacke) 
Shelf 1 : 
Shelf 
She f 3: 
1 skillet , medium, 1 sauce pan , lid, 6 qt . 
1 ski! et , large , 1 li~ , double boi ler , 1 lid, 4 qt . sauce 
pan 
1 skillet , small , 4 li s, stacked (l? ' up to 7") 
12 Inch idth Cabinets (Skillets stacked) 
Shelf 1 : 
Shelf 2 : 
3 skillet , stacked, 2 lids , 7u and 7 3/411 
Al l lids except 7" and 1 3/4" 
18 ~ ~idth Cabinets 
Shelf requirements and arrangement of utensils •vould be the 
same as for 15" cabinet~ but with more margin. 
21 Inch .Tidth Cabinets 
Shelf 1 : 3 skillets , not stacked 
helf 2 : All lids, stacked in 2 groups 
Shelf 1 : All lids except double boiler lid ( stacking of only similar 
sizes) 
Shelf 2 : 3 skillets, 1 lid (double boiler) 
g]_ j nch :lidth Cabinets 
Shelf 1 : 1 skillet , medi lln, largest lid , sta.cked, 2 smallest 
lids , stacked 
helf 2 : 2 skillets, large and ~J.all , 3 lids , 611 , 711 , 7 3/4" , not 
stacked 
}Q I nch lidth Cabinets 
Shelf requirements and arrangements would be the same as for 
27 inch cabinets but for more margin. 
inets 
Shelf 1 : 3 skillets , not stacked , 1 lid, G qt ., 
not stacked. 
Shelf 2 : 4 li s , not stacked 
l§. Inch ~· idth Cabinets 
smallest lids , 
helf 1 : (All range first uten~ils may be stored on one shelf if 
stacking is done . ) 3 skillets , not stacked, 1 double 
boiler lid , on 2 s~~llest lids, 2 largest lids on large 
s:cillet , 2 licls , 6 qt ., l ~ qt ., not stacked 
Dr~ er in a 15 inch cabinet (3 1/?' 
2 tablespoons 
1 spatula 
1 fork 
2 teaspoons 
1 ladle 
eep) 
1 large bo 1 spoon 
1 set measuring spoons 
1 ~ooden spoon 
1 potato masher 
1 pair tongs 
SERVE C~ ~T:ER 
Two trays only. Could stand at back of co1mter. 
No special dimensioning and assignment for electrical equipment since 
these items were optional . 
Space uncler 24 inch counter assigned to ever. day silver , table mats 
and napki~s , bread and cake . I f a four drawer cabinet , one drawer could 
be assi,.ned to el ectrical equipment . 
The follo ing table summarizes shelving re~uirements in terms 
of commercial metal base cabinets for the storage of utensils at the mix, 
sink and ran e centers : 
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TABLE 17. STORAGE RE UI .EMEl TS FOR UTE}TSILS AT MIX, 
SI :.,.l AND RAJ: GE C.t!i TERS IN TERMS OF • IDTHS OF COHHERCIAL l ETAL BASE CABI ffiTS 
Shelf Width ] o . of 
Center 20 11 deep Shelves 
IX 15 11 
18 11 
Comments 
Impracticable 
Impracticable 
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21" 
24 11 
5 
5 
4 
4 
Two cabinets required. Not recommended 
Same as above 
27 11 
30" 
33" 
6" 
sr:m:, 15" 
Under-counter 18 11 
Under- Sink 
RAl\fGE 
21 11 
2411 
27 11 
30n 
30" 
1511 
15" 
18" 
18 I 
Drawer space : small items . 
3 
3 
2 1/2 
2 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
3 
2 
One cabinet not adequate 
Same as above 
Unused space on third s elf 
Recommended idth cabinet 
T\\ro cabinets required . Not recommen ed 
One cabinet not adequate 
One cabinet not adequate 
Crowded t Stacked. Poor arrangement 
No crowding, poor arrangement 
Good arrangement , 2 ro s . Recommen ed 
minimum 
Adequate for clean- up utensils plus 
cleaning supplies and "empties" 
Skillets unstacked 
Skillets , stacked. Adequate 
Same as 15" · More margin 
Same as 15 11 • More margin 
Mix center - 18 inch ~idth minimum 
Sink center - 15 inch width adequate 
Range center - 15 inch ridth , minimum 
Conclusions 
The total amount of shelving for the complete list of utensils 
placed on shelves of the test cabinet in te1~ns of t o depths of shelving 
is 39 feet of 12 inch shelving and 3 feet of 20 inch shelving (clean-up 
utensils and large kettle) . Figure 11· 
The total amount of non- optional equipment suitPble for storage 
on 12 inch deep shelving requires 36 feet . Fim~re 18 . 
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Twelve ijch deep shelves will store all utensils except one 
large kettle (optional) , t o large trays and the dish pan and dish drainer . 
Ho ever, when base cabinet~ are available , utensils are ·more suitable for 
storage on 20 inch deep .shelves than either packaged, canned and bottled 
foods or dishes and, therefore , should be assigned to them. 
In terms of 20 inch deep shelving, the total straight line-
requirements are : 
Mix center , 7 feet . Figure ~ 
Sink center , under counter, ~feet and 6 inches . Fieure 20 
S~nk center , under-bo 1 cabinet , clean- up utensils above , 
approximately 20 inches . Figure 17, lower left 
Range center , 3 feet 9 inches . Figure 21 
T idth of base cabinet \dth two shelves and one drawer best 
suited to store uten~ils at each center is as follows : 
Mix center - one cabinet 36 inches wide and a minimum dra~er 
s~ace 1~ inches wide 
Sink center (under counter) - one cabinet 30 inches vdde and 
15 inch wide drawer 
Range center - one cabinet 15 inches ~ide and a minimum of one 
15 inch drawer . If a standard range is used , it will provi~e 
adequate space for the storage of the large utensils , skil-
lets , griddle , sauce pan, stored at this center . Lids are 
functionally stored only in a file or rack, not provided in 
ranges and only occasionally in metal cabinets . 
Serve center- Since only t~o non- optional items - trays - were 
assigned to t~is center, no base cabinet requirements ere 
designated for them. A 24 inch wide base cabinet with at 
least 3 drawers at this center would be needed fo r linen, 
silver and bread and cake container . A fourth drawer would 
be needed for the storage of electrical equipment . 
Recommendations 
Check the validity of the findings of this preliminary study in 
which paper 11 shelves" and a test cabinet ere used by testing recommended 
sizes in commercial metal base cabinets . 
Fig. 17; . ~SIL STORAGE . 
Ten 12• deep shelves 36" wide 
One shalt 20• deep 36" wide 
Total 12" deep shelving - 30 feet 
Total 20" deep shelving - 3 feet 
Fig. 18 UTENSIL STORAGE, ESSENTIAL ITEMS 
Total 12• deep shelving - 27 teet 
Total 20" deep shelving - 7 teet 

Fig. 21 RANGE CENTER UTENSilS 
Total 20• deep shelving - 45• 
Fig. 22; MIX CENT~ UTENSilS 
Base cabinets 36" wide 
Two shelves 20• deep 
One drawer 18" wide minimum 
-......::-· . .. 
Fig. 23 SINK CENTER UTENSilS · 
Base Cabinet 30" wide 
Two shelves 20" deep 
One drawer 15" vide minimum 
Fig. 24 CLEAN-UP UTENSilS AND SUPPLIES; "EMPTIES11 
Under-sink cabinet 3011 wide 
Base shelf onl.7 available 
7 
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,Series IV 
CAPAC I! IES OF REPRESENTATIVE METAL CLEANING CA13 INET S 
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S RI:IDS IV . CAPACITIES OF REPRESENTATIVE ETAL CLE.Al\ I3G CAB! rETS 
Store.Q:e Study "'~o . l 
Formulation of a Representative List of Housecleaning Equipment 
and Supplies to be Used in Determining the Capacities of etal Cleaning Ca~inets 
Purpose 
To determine the kind ru1d type of cleaning equipment an sup-
plies, based on cleaning activities, and other items that might require 
storage space in or near kitchens of small homes . 
Procedure 
1. Listed the kind of housecleaning activities carried on in homes 
and assignPd appropriate items of equipment end supplies to each . 
2. Selected from. the tot 1 list of cleaning equipment e.nd supplies 
a representative list of items reQuiring storage in small homes . 
3. Listed other items of equipment requiring storage that might 
logic lly be includecl Pith cleaning equipment . 
Asswnnt "ons 
1 . Cleaning supplies for the sink areP, bathroom fiYtures , and 
laun Aring process will be stored ne'")r place of first use and 
~ere not includeo in this stu . • 
2. et mops should not be storgd in a tightly closed. cabinet , there-
fore, would not be included 11ith equipment assigned to clea.ning 
cabinets in this study. 
• In ad ition to clea!ling supplies , a. portable ironing board and 
table leaves ( a minimum of t\1ro) may logically be stored dth 
cleaning equlpnent, and Jere included in this study . 
Result~ 
A list of house cleaning activities with suitable equipment 
and supplies for each and suitable place of storage was formulated . The 
results are given in the table follo dng : 
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TABLE 18 . CLEANING EQ.UIPMENT AND SUPPLIES EASED OU HOUSECLEA HNG 
ACTIVITI ES , ITH STORAGE ASSIGNMENTS 
Cleaning 
ctivities Equipment 
Floors , rugs , dry Broom 
Floors , ,.,et 
Carpet s eeper 
Vacuum cleaner, 
attachments 
Mop , dry 
Dustpan 
M.op , wet 
Floors , polishing Wax appli cator 
(optional) 
Cloths , sponge 
alls , dry 
• alls (painted) 
roo •JOrk , wet 
Wenetian blinds 
Fu.rni ture, 
dusting 
polishing 
Radiators , 
bed springs 
Metals , 
polishing 
Vacuum attach-
ments 
Brush, long 
handled 
(oytional) 
Cloths , sponge 
Peil 
Cloths , sponge 
Pail 
Brush ( optional) 
Cloths or paper 
Cloths or paper 
Brush with 
handle 
Cloths 
Supplies 
Deterg nt 
Wax ( 2) 
Detergent 
Storage Assignment 
Eook or clasp , cabinet 
Base , cabinet 
Bas e , cabinet 
Rook or clasp , cabinet 
Hook, cabinet 
Open air 
Shelf , cabinet 
Base , cabi net 
Container , cabinet 
Shelf , cabinet 
Base or shelf , 
cabinet 
Hook or clasp 
cabinet 
Container , cabinet 
Base , cabinet 
Shelf ,cabinet 
Liquid cleaner Container , cabinet 
Base , cabi net 
Shelf , cabinet 
Polish, 
liquid. wax 
Poli h , liq_uid 
or paste 
Hook or clasp , cabi net 
Container , cabi net 
Container , cabi net 
Shelf" , cabinet 
Hook, ca.binet 
Container , cabinet 
Shel f" , cabi net 
From the complete list of equipment and supplies needea, the 
follo ing items ere chosen to represent the minimum requiring storage 
in small homes: 
Cleaning equipment 
1 broom 
1 carpet s eeper 
1 mop , dry 
1 vacuum cleaner (tank or upright) ith attachments 
1 dust pan 
1 pail 
1 brush with handle (radiator) 
1 container for cleaning clothes (clean) 
Cleaning supplies (for s~elf storage) 
2 wax, liquid and paste, for floors and furniture 
1 polish, liquid for furniture 
1 polish, liquid or paste, for metals 
1 window cleaner, liquid or powder 
1 detergent, p01der , for walls or floors 
Other items to store with cle,aning equipment 
1 ironing board, portable 
2 table leaves (minimum) 
Conclusions 
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Cleaning equipment and supplies representative of those requiring 
storage space in small homes consist of eight pieces of cleaning equipment -
broom, carpet sweeper, mop (dry) , vacuum cleaner with attac~~ents , dust 
pan , pail , brush , with handle, or small mop a.nd container for cleaning 
cloths; three pieces of equipment other than cleaning - portable ironing 
board, 2 table leaves; and 6 items of cleaning supplies , consisting of 
waxes , polishes and detergents . 
Recommendations 
Determine the adequacy of common sizes of commercial metal 
cleaning or utility cabinets for the storage of the representative items 
of equipment and supplies determined as requiring storage in sucl1 cabinets 
in small homes . 
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Storage Study No . g, 
Determination of the Storage Capacities of Representative Sizes 
of Commercial Metal Cleaning or Utility Cabinets . 
Purpose 
To determine the adequacy of three common sizes of commercial 
metal cleaning or utility cabinets for the storage of those items of 
cleaning and other equipment and cleaning supplies determined as repre-
sentative of such items requiring storage in small homes . 
Procedure 
1 . Studied manufacturer's catalogues to determine the common sizes 
of metal cleaning or utility cabinets on the market . Chose from 
the sizes most commonly listed , three sizes for testing: one 
18 inches wide by 24 inches deep; one 24 inches wide by 24 inches 
deep; and the third , 36 inches wide by 24 inches deep . 
2. Designed and had built a testing cabinet 30 inches wid.e by 24 
inches deep , 'ri th provisions for dividers to mark off ,,idths 
from 15 inches to 30 inches at 3 inch increments . This would 
permit the testing of 24 inch deep cabinets in widths from 15 
inches to 30 at three inch increments , the common sizes on the 
market . 
3· Collected the cleaning equipment representative of that requir-
ing storage in cleaning cabinets . 
4. Arranged the equipment in the three sizes of cabinets chosen for 
testing. 
5· Had photographs taken of each size cabinet with equipment for 
permanent records . 
Assumptions 
1 . Commercial cleaning cabinets , regardless of size , have at least 
one shelf on which cleaning supplies could be stored. For this 
reason , no special dimensioning as done for items suitable for 
shelf storage . 
2. Only cabinets 24 inch deep would be tested in this study, since 
they would be more economical of linear .,all space than shallo,.,er 
and wider cabinets, and, therefore , more suitable for kitchens 
in small homes . 
3· Metal cabinet for cleaning equipment would have hooks or clasps 
on walls to hold brooms, mops, dust pans, and similar. 
Results 
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From the sizes of metal cleaning cabinets listed in manufacturers 
catalogues, idths ·ere found to be 15, 18, 21, 24, and 30 inches and 
depths 18, 22, and 24 inches. Three idths, 18, 24, and 30 inches, in 24 
inch depths, ·ere chosen to give a representative range in sizes suitable 
for st1all homes. 
The 18 inch \rldth cabinet held the following items: 1 broom, 
1 dust raop, 1 container for cloths, 1 dust pan, 1 small dust mop, all hung 
on walls; 1 upright vacuum cleaner, 1 pail, 1 portable ironing board, 
2 table leaves, all resting on the base of the cabinet . One shelf, not 
sho~m, would hold vacuum cleaner attachments and cleaning supplies. 
Either a carpet sweeper or a tank vacuum (stored on end) could be substi-
tuted for the carpet sweeper. 
The 4 inch width cabinet held the same items plus a tank 
vacuum cleaner, tank stored on end, tube hu.ng on wall, attachments in 
container on floor. An upright vacuum cleaner could be substituted for 
the tank vacuum. all space ould be available for a. wall.brush and an 
additional mop if desired. 
The 30 inch width cabinet held the same items as the 24 inch 
cabinet, with the tank stored fl&t on the base. An upright vacuum was 
substituted for the carpet s eeper. Either could be used . There as 
sufficient space for four table leaves. As with the 24 inch cabinet , l'ITall 
space would be availa.ble for a wall brush and an additional mop if desired. 
Conclusions 
A cleaning or utility cabinet 18 inches wide by 24 inches dee:p 
holds all the specified items of cleaning equipment and supplies plus the 
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ironi • board and t~o table leaves, except not both a carpet sweeper and 
vacuum cleaner , only one . A cabinet deeper than ide is not so functional 
in use as one in which the dimensions are equal or the ~idth greater than 
the depth. Figure 25. 
A cabinet 24 inches ,.,ide by 24 inches deep holds all the cleaning 
and other items specified , and the equipment is more accessible than in 
the 18 inch ide cabinet . This size cabinet ~uld be adequate in small 
homes and is reco~~end~d for minimum space . Figure 26. 
A cabinet 30 inches wide by 24 inches deep contained all the 
items &pecified with more margins and greater accessibility than the 24 
inch wid.e cabinet. If space \.,ere ample, this size would be recommended. 
Figure 27. 
Recommendations 
Use the 24 inch Nide by 24 inch deep cleaning cabinet for mini-
mum space requirement in kitchens of small homes . 
Use actual metal cleaning or utility cabinets to test the 
validity of the above findings , to check shelf storage , and determine 
desirable height of shelf from base. A so, to test nar~ower depths , 
in relation to idths, of cabinets . 
l04 
Fig. 25 CLEANDlG CABINET, 18 INCH 
18" wide x 24" deep 
Inadequate tor both 
· vacuum cleaner and 
carpet sweeper 
Poor porportlon -
greater depth than 
width 
- · ----
Fig. 26 CLEARING CABINET, 24 INCH 
24* wide x 24• deep 
Adequate tor essential equipment 
Recommended minimum size 
Fig. 'rl CLEANING CABINET, 30 INCHES 
30" wide b7 24" deep 
Ample tor essential equipment 
\ OE:. 
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Series V 
STRAIGHT-LINE KITCHEN ANALYSIS 
SERIES V. STRAIGHT-LL'"E YITCHE S8 0RAGE Al'lf.J.J"' SIS 
l 
Unbalanced Straight-Line i tchen Ar.a.lysi s, Using Recommended 
"idths of Storage Cabinets at E~ch Center . 
Puroose 
To shor in graphic form the total straight-line space require-
ments for a complete kitchen, using the recommende.d cabinet idths for 
each center from the studies in Series 1 , 2 and 3· 
Procedure 
1 . Listed the reco~~ended widths o~ wall and base cabinets deter-
mined in the preceding studies for each kitchen center . 
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2. Specifie<i a sta_Yl.dard size refrigerator , sink bo 1 and range \11hich 
together with the storage cabinets woul~ oake ~ complete kitchen 
assembly. 
3. Dre"iJ to scale ePch complete kitchen ceuter , with requi:r.ed instal-
lation space bet reen equipment , in logical sequence in straight-
line arrangement . 
4. Computed total all space requirement in terms of linear feet . 
Assumptions 
The accepted logical sequence of kitchen centers for a ri~ht­
han(ed person ·ould be (1) mix center, (2) sink center , (3) ran e center , 
and (4) serve center . 
ork counter ~ace determined as ~inimum in previous research 
studies would be 36 inc es for the miY center , 36 inches at the right of 
the sink and 30 i nches at the left of the sirut. Since mix cabinet is 
adjacent to rie~ht si nk counter , for t!1e kitchen in small homes , one 
36 inch 'l.oJide counter would serve both. Counter space at ra.nge and. 
serve centers would be determine by storage requirements in base cabi-
nets at these center s . 
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Total height of base cabinet would be 36 inches from tne floor. 
The height of \\'B.ll cabinet for this study ~ouli be 30 inches . 
A height of 36 inches for the all cabinets would not change tue findings 
of these studies,. since it was assumed shelves would be adjustable and 
all items in frequent use would be stored ithin the normal reach of an 
average woman, 72 inches from the floor. 
Distance bet" een ·oase au wall cabinets ·o uld be 15 inches, 
permitting the stcr ge of an electric mixer on the counter . This mini-
mum distru1ce between base and wall cabinets would be used to bring storage 
on shelves of wall cabinets as low as possible. 
Base cabinets under mix an sink counters would consist of t o 
shelves ith drawer (or t'o drarers side by side) above . The under-
sink borl cabinet ould have storage only at the base . The serve center 
cabinet !Ould have three drawers . 
Range-first utensils would be stored in a standard size range. 
ackaged, canned and bottled foods and dinnerware would be 
stored in wall cabinets . Utensils in base cabinets . 
No attempt would be made to correlate sizes of the base and 
all cabinets in the unbalanced arrangement . 
Perishable foods 1ould be stored in the refrigerator . 
electric mixer (optional) would be stored on the mix counter . 
Limitations 
In the unbalanced stra.ight-line kitchen storage analysis no 
provision was made for the storage of fresh fruits and vegetables outside 
of the refri~erator; for scrap paper, string or similar; for the optional 
equipment li ste under utensils; nor for the cleaning ca.binet . 
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Results 
Cabinet widths determined in preceding studies as most suitable 
for the storage of nackaged, cam1ed and bottled foods, dinnerware and 
utensils at kitchen centers were: 
Mix center 
Wall cabinet , food storage : 18 inch wide cabinet minimum 
adeqUE.te; 24 inch reco~~ended and used in this study for 
adequate margins above items . 
Ease cabinet , utensil storage : 36 inch ide cabinet . 
Sink center 
al ca inet , food storage : 15 inch cabinet , one shelf . 
Under-sink bowl 
Base cabinet , clean-up utensils and s~pplies : 30 inch wide 
cabinet . 
Under counter base cabinet , utensils : 30 inch wi4e cabinet . 
Range center 
all cabinet , food storage : 15 inch cabinet adequate . 
Base cabinet , utensil storage : 15 inch cabinet . Assumed 
stored in standard range . 
Serve center 
Wall cabinet , food storage : 18 inch ride cabinet adequate . 
Ease cabinet , silver , linen, bread and cake storage : 18 inch 
wide cabinet minimum. 
A refrigerator , 30 inches in width, was chosen as a representa-
tive size for the storage of perishable foods ; and a 40 inch wide range 
as a standard size to complete the kitchen equipment . 
ConcllPior.s 
The total linear space requirement for wall cabinets needed 
to store packa~ed , canned and bottled foods and dinnerware at kitchen 
centers as B feet 9 inches . The requirement for base cabinets needed 
to store utensils , cleening supplies , textiles , br ead, cake , and silver 
was 9 feet 6 inches . ~1e complete kitchen assembly, consisting of wall 
and base cabinets , refrigerator and range , with installation margins , 
required a total linear floor space of 16 feet and 1 inch. Figure 28 . 
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Recommendations 
Determine the total linear space requirements for a complete 
kitchen assembly ith all storage requirements provided for and ~ith all and 
base cabinets oalanced. 
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Storage Study No . g 
]alanced Straight- Line Kitchen Storage Analysis. 
Purpose 
To shotv in graphic form the total straight-line space require-
ment for a complete kitchen assembly with adequate storage provisions in 
a balanced arrangement of base and wall cabinets . 
Procedure 
1. Combined. i terns stored in 'all cabinets at mix and sinlc centers , 
and those at range and serve centers . 
2. 
3· 
4. 
6. 
1· 
8. 
Assigned mixing bowls and measuring cups to the combined mix-
sink food in a 3 inch wide wall cabinet at the mix center . 
Assigned reserve supuly of canned foods, or additional "empties" 
to bottom shelf of 36 inch wide base cabinet at mix center . 
Assigned semi-perishable vegetables and fruits to the under-
sink counter, increasing its width from 30 to 36 inches . 
Assigned serving dishes and electrical equipment (heretofore 
unassigned) to two 21 inch wide , 18 inch high cabinets over the 
range . This reduced the dish storage re~uirements at the sink 
from two 24 inch cabinets to one 36 inch cabinet. 
Combined range and serve packaged, canned and bottled foods 
into one 24 inch wi e wall cabinet at serve center . 
Assigned silver and linen to top drawer of a 24 inch wide , 3-drawer 
base cabinet. Assibned bread and cak~ to middle drawer . Assumed 
bottom dra er available for scrap paper , string or similar , plus 
householcl tools (heretofore unassigned) to bottom dra'· er ; or 
for additional table linen; or for unassigned serving equipment . 
Drew this balanced arrangement to scale . 
Computed total wall space requirement in tenns of linear feet . 
Assumptions 
The same as for Study No . 1 . Also: 
In kitchens in small homes, kitchen centers would be combined, 
for a.ll cabinets at least , into t o groups - mix-sink and range- serve . 
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Adjustments would be made in storage assignments to take care 
of all items requiring kitchen storage . 
fuenever possible there would be a balance between wall and 
base cabinets . 
Cleaning cabinets may not be located in kitchens; and, therefore , 
would not be an essential part of kitchen assemblies . 
Results 
. ith the above readjustment in storage assignment , the most suit-
able idths ~all and base cabinets to give a. balanced arrangement at kit-
chen centers were : 
Mix center 
all cabinet , food and utensil storage : 36 inch wi e cabinet 
Ease cabinet , utensils , reserved canned food supply, and tex-
tiles used ~t si~~ = 36 inch wide cabinet . 
Sink center 
vall cabinet , dish storage: 36 inch wide cabinet. 
Under- bowl cabinet , clean-u"' utensils and supplies , '' empties ": 
30 inch \ide cabinet (un~hanged). 
Under- counter cabinet , utensil and semi- perishable food storage : 
36 inch wide cabinet . 
Range center 
all cabinets , serving dishes an- electrical equipment storage : 
t\O 24 inch ~i e cabinets, 18 inches high. 
Base cabinet , utensil storage : assigned to inside range storage . 
Serve center 
all cabinet, range and some food storage : 24 inch wide cabinet . 
Ease cabinet, silver, linen, bread and cake, and miscellaneous 
storage : 24 inch 3- dra,er cabinet . 
Refrigerator and range - same as in Study No . 1 . 
Conclusions 
The total linear space requirement for wall cabinets needed to 
store packaged , canned and bottled foods, dinner~are , eight mix utensils 
and three pieces of electrical equipment in a balanced arrangement is 
11 feet and 6 inches. The requirement for base cabinets (including the 
30 inch cabinet under the sink bol"rl) needed to store utensils, cleaning 
supplies, textiles, silver, ttempties", scrap paper and similar, semi-
perishable fruits and vegetables, bread and cake is 10 feet and 6 inches. 
The complete kitchen assembly in this arrangement, consisting of base 
cabiP~ts with wall cabinets above, sink bowl cabinet, refrigerator and 
range ritl1 installation margins, is 17 feet and 1 inch. Figure 29 . 
Recommendations 
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Test the validity of the above findings by setting up a complete 
kitchen assembly, using actual wall and base cabinets , sink cabinet , refrig-
erator and range. 
0 
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NOTE 5: 
REQUIRED COUNTER. SPACE. IS SHA.OED IN . 
NO PROVISION MAO~ IN TH\5 SCHEME FOR 
FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLE ~TORAGE. 
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NOTE. : REQUIRED COUNTER Sf'AC.E. IS SHADED IN . 
~ERVE.- RANGE SERVING DISHE.S AND 
PACKAGE.O ELECTRICAL 
FOODS APPL lANCES 
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